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Angry over ads
Merchants want money back
from university phone book
By Hala Irabi
staff writer

Many local merchants who bought advertisements in the JMU phone book are upset over
what they claim was the directory's late arrival.
The 94-page book became available to students
and faculty last week.
Some merchants complained of expired coupons
and said they will ask for refunds.
Scott Warnick, manager of Four-Star Pizza,
said, "I was told they'd be out the first or second
week of October." Four-Star placed a color page
of coupons with expiration dates of Sept. 30, Oct.
31 and Nov. 30.

Warnick said, "I was very upset. I will ask for a
money refund because of the business lost."
Liz Knight, secretary to the vice president for
university relations, whose office is in charge of
the telephone books, said JMU never has tried to
distribute the books by the first week of October.
But Kim Kramer, operations manager of
University Directories, which publishes the book
and sells the ads, said, "It's up to the advertisers
what they put in the phone books. We don't tell
them when the phone books will be out."
Rose Snider, manager of Valley Books in Harrisonburg, said, "I'm very disappointed. We're
See PHONE BOOK, page 2 ►
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A tradition
gets tossed
By Bill Goodykoontz
ataff writer

JMU's most visible tradition has come to
an end.
Throwing rolls of toilet paper during home
basketball games has been banned.
To replace the two-year custom of throwing rolls after JMU's first basket, fans will be
given purple and gold paper streamers.
JMU President Ronald Carrier said in a
press release that the practice "had become
dangerous and was creating the possibility of
injuries to players and fans."
Fans have complained about being struck
See PAPER, page 2 *•

Out of reach —
JMU nose guard Brian
Fink (91) lunges for
Tows on State University
quarterback Bret Rogers
in JMU's season-ending
10-3 loss to the Tigers
Saturday. The football
team finished the season
with a record of 3-8 and
Saturday marked the first
time the Dukes had lost
their last game of the
season since 1977. (Photo
by Ming Leong)
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Phone book
»> (Continued from page 1)

not getting
our money's worth. I can't tell if we
will be placing an ad next year or
not."
Sharon Lundberg, manager of
Bride's House in Harrisonburg,
said, "I'm surprised, I figured it
would be out. This is not good for us
... I need a refund."
University Directories, which
publishes phone books for 27 other
schools, including University of
Virginia and Virginia Tech, sells the

Paper
»> (Continued from page 1)

by the rolls of toilet paper.
Bathrooms at the Convocation
Center, where JMU plays its home
games, have been damaged by fans
ripping toilet paper from holders,
Carrier said.
Fans throwing toilet paper could
be ejected from the arena, Carrier
said.
"I'm in favor of it (the ban), very
much so," Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers said. "As a former player and
coach I've always felt there's a
danger in throwing things onto the
floor.
"We aren't trying to dampen their
enthusiasm," Ehlers said.
"Hopefully our students will understand you can have a good time at a
basketball game without throwing
toilet paper."
The streamers, which will be funded by the athletic budget, "won't go
too far, hopefully. I hope they throw
them straight up in the air rather
than onto the floor," Ehlers said.

advertisements in the summer.
Knight said University Directories
keeps the money it makes from selling ads, but doesn't charge the
university for publishing the book.
The books usually are printed 30
days after the university mails
University Directories computer
tapes with student and faculty phone
numbers and addresses, Kramer
said.
Knight said this year the cut-off
date for entering new phone
numbers was delayed two weeks, to
Sept. 19.
The delay was made so the phone

Ehlers said "we plan to enforce"
the ejection of fans who throw toilet
paper, but "hopefully it won't come
to that*"
"We're not interested in a confrontation," Ehlers said. "I have
confidence in our students."
JMU basketball coach Lou Campan elli said he has "mixed feelings"
about the ban. "I don't want to do
anything to dampen the enthusiasm,
but I can understand (the ban) when
people get hit in the head with it
(toilet paper).
"I hope we can keep the enthusiasm going with streamers," he
said. "Traditions are nice and
should continue if they're healthy."
Campanelli said the enthusiasm at
games is good not just for the team,
but for the entire university community.
Greg Mosten, a JMU player, said
replacing toilet paper with streamers
is "a pretty good idea. Toilet paper
rolls could hurt somebody, and the
streamers won't."
Jeff Jean, a JMU cheerleader,
said he understands the problems
with throwing toilet paper. "I really
liked it, but as far as the smoothness
of the game is concerned, it's bad."

book would include more and updated information, Knight said.
Diane Short, owner of Shortcakes
caterers, said, "I was told they'd be
out around the first week of October. I'm not too pleased. I paid
$350 and two months' worth of
advertising is already gone. I think
advertisers should get a refund or a
discount next year. In the future, I
will ask for a written guarantee of
when the books will be out."
Carla Mast, manager of Mark-It,
said, "There should be a reduction
next year. I feel for the amount we
paid, we should get a full year's
advertising. I will consider not
advertising because we are not getting our money's worth."
Kramer said that for refunds,
advertisers should speak with a
T-^

Get personal!
Tell someone special something special with
a personal ad in The Breeze. Just write out
your message, put it in an envelope with $1
for 1-10 words, $2 for 11-20 words, and so
on. Then just mail it to The Breeze, Communication Arts department, or drop it by
our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall. And who knows? Someone
just might get personal right back!

Teaching loads reduced
'from time to time'
By Sara Fiske
staff writer

The Breeze takes a break
Because of Thanksgiving
break, The Breeze will not be
published again until Thursday, Dec. 1. The display
advertising deadline for that

issue is 6 p.m. Monday, Nov.
28. The deadline for announcements, classifieds and
personals for that issue is
noon Tuesday, Nov. 29.
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Although most JMU instructors
have a teaching load of 12 hours,
some instructors can teach fewer
classes to allow them more time for
research or special projects.
There are no standards governing
the reduction of an instructor's
course load, said Dr. William
Nelson, interim vice president for
academic affairs.
But a reduced course load must be
approved by the department head
and dean of the school in which the
instructor teaches, Nelson said.
The normal teaching load for a
full-time instructor is 12 credit hours
per semester.

Rusty Jonee

Aaaiatant bualneaa manager Marlon McQulaton
Ada dealgn manager
Becky Saben

customer service representative who
handles each complaint.
"We have not received any complaints," Kramer said.
Knight said JMU has never received any complaints from advertisers.
"We do get questions from
students when the books are late,"
Knight said. "But they seem very
receptive after they realize that the
books are more accurate."
Warnick said Four-Star will place
an ad next year, but, "we'll make a
change to allow for mistakes."
Lundberg said Bride's House will
place an ad next year. "The phone
books offer us a great advantage.
We get a lot of business from
students."
More than 6,000 telephone books
were distributed this year, Knight
said.

Some of the reasons to reduce a
instructor's course load are to allow
the instructor more time to do
research or more time to work with a
large lecture class.
"There is some flexibility,"
Nelson said.
Dr. Marilyn Crawford, head of
the physical education department,
said reductions in a physical education instructor's course load are
made if the instructor also is a coach
or if the instructor also acts as a pro-

gram coordinator. The physical
education department coordinates
five programs, she said.
Dr. Diane Spresser, head of the
mathematics and computer science
department, said course loads are
reduced "from time to time" in that
department.
Reasons course loads are reduced
are for instructors doing research
projects or extensive curriculum
development, Spresser said.
Usually no more than two instructors in the math department have
reduced course loads, Spresser said.
Only one instructor out of ten can
have a reduced course load, according to a limit set by the the College
of Letters and Sciences, she said.
Dr. Robert Holmes, dean of the
School of Business, said course loads
are reduced to nine hours for instructors who teach graduate level
business courses and for instructors
doing research or coordinating programs.
The limit of twelve hours that an
instructor can teach is based on standards set by the state, said Dr.
William Jackameit, director of planning, budget and analysis. The state
adjusts the standards based on projected student enrollment and the
number of faculty here.
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Faculty Senate wants merit pay list
despite attorney general's opinion
By Tammy Scarton
news editor

Although releasing names of merit pay recipients might be illegal, the Faculty Senate voted
Thursday to request a list of the names.
JMU is awaiting the state attorney general's
opinion on whether releasing the names is a
violation of the Virginia Privacy and Protection
.Act. The written opinion, which is expected to
arrive within two weeks, is only advisory, said
Joan Murphy, assistant attorney general.
The resolution, proposed by Flip De Luca, a
communication arts instructor, states that not
releasing the names "breeds suspicion."
The resolution was sent Friday to President
Ronald Carrier, Faculty Senate Speaker
Richard Travis said.
Carrier could not be reached for comment.
In an October meeting, the senate voted to
publish the names in a copy of senate minutes.
The names were requested under Virginia's
Freedom of Information Act.
Under the FOI Act, salaries of state
employees earning more than $10,000 a year are
public information.
The decision is pending the attorney general's
opinion.
An individual's work evaluations and personnel records cannot be made public under the
privacy act.
The awarding of merit pay is a "sensitive"
and "visible issue" here, Travis said.
The names of merit pay recipients should be
made public for three reasons, he said.

*■ To honor people deemed meritorious.
>■ To ensure people receiving the raises meet
the criteria. This spring, Carrier instructed
department heads to release within their departments a list of recipients and the criteria by
which they were chosen.
*• To eliminate the possibility that inequities

in merit pay distribution exist between departments and schools. Each department is given a
percentage of merit pay money based on its
number of faculty.
Murphy said the opinion will state if releasing merit pay recipients' names differs from
releasing the names of faculty members who
receive tenure and promotion.
Those names are published in the JMU
News, a university publication.
University spokesman Fred Hilton who
supervises the publication, refused to publish
the list of merit pay recipients.
Last year, 86 faculty members received merit
pay, a $500 permanent raise awarded for
outstanding work done in one year.
In other action, the senate:
+■ Passed by voice vote a resolution stating
that August graduation should follow the same
format as the May ceremony. Dr. Gerald
Taylor, a physics instructor, proposed the
resolution.

Faculty Senate Speaker Richard Travis:
The awarding of merit pay is a "sensitive" and "visible issue."

>■ Voted unanimously to put a limit on
department heads' 1984 summer school
salaries. Under the senate's recommendation,
$25,000 would be the highest salary that could
be used to devise a summer school salary.
This means that no faculty member, no matter what his or her yearly pay, could receive
more than $1,667 for teaching a three-credit
1984 summer school course.
> Is forming a committee to establish
guidelines on distributing $15,000 from the
JMU Foundation for faculty computers.

newsfile
Financial aid
forum held
here today
A Financial Aid Forum will be
held today at 6 p.m. in the North
Ballroom of the Warren Campus
Center.
The forum is sponsored by the
SGA. Dan Riordan, SGA treasurer
and forum moderator, said, "The
students need to know they have to
start now for next year in order to
have a successful financial aid
search."
John Sellers, JMU financial aid
director, will speal on future changes
in financial aid programs.
Also speaking at the forum are
Sherrye Ward, State Education
Assistance Authority program
manager and Jerry Weaver, student
activities associate director.
Ward will speak on the functions
of the SEAA and will give a brief explanation of the Student Loan
Marketing Association. She also will
discuss Sally Mae, a program that
pays off existing loans to form one
combined loan.

Weaver will speak on computerized financial aid searches.
A question and answer session will
be held during the forum. Pamphlets
will be provided for some financial
aid programs.
— David Olds

Football player
defines success
Success is a one-day-at-a-time process, a former professional football
player said Thursday.
"Success is a journey, not a
destination," said Calvin Hill in his
speech, "Gaining Ground on Life."
A person should look forward to
the challenge of each day and make
every segment of his "journey" a
success, he said. "Do the best you
can with what you have, learn from
your failures, and don't make the
same mistake twice.
"The key is to be satisfied that
ou're doing all that you can do."
Hill, a Yale University graduate,
played football with the Dallas
Cowboys, Washington Redskins,
and Cleveland Browns. He was the
National Football League's rookie

^

of the year in 1969 with the
Cowboys. He is now a career consultant and chemical abuse counselor
for the Cleveland Browns.
— Mark Miller

Quality dictates
consumer buying
"Price is no longer the sole consideration in purchases — people
want quality," said Caterpillar
Corp.'s operations director.
Dr. Sam Black, spoke Thursday
on "The Changing Face of Quality
Control."
Quality is the sum of many
elements, including faultless construction and certified performance,
he said.
Successful selling in a fiercely
competitive market demands continual Improvement in product
quality, he said.
"Inspection is not the answer" to
quality improvement, he said. Each
employee must understand that
quality has to be "built in."
Black is director of operations for
Caterpillar's divisions of quality
control, quality assurance, assembly

inspection and the metallurgical
laboratory.
Black's speech was sponsored by
the Visiting Scholar's Program.
— Suzanne Goessman

Students' votes
count in elections
College students' votes can make a
difference in elections, said Go v.
Charles Robb's special assistant for
policy and planning Thursday.
Richard Dickerson said college
students are "like sleeping giants
that need to wake up and seize the
moment."
They need to support the candidate which supports their best interests, he said. The public's vote lets
the politician know what it wants
and needs.
The number of voters must be increased, he said Thursday.
"Many people still think of voting
as a privilege to be earned by the
chosen few . . . although it's a right
we all have," he said.
The speech was sponsored by Pi
Sigma Alpha, the political science
honor society.
— Linda Wankow
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courtfile
*■ Student Jeffrey Hjlyeu, 23, of
Williamsburg pleaded TKH guilty
Oct. 28 to drinking in pubric.
The case was dismissed due to lack
of evidence.
Bilyeu pleaded guilty to littering,
and was fined $50.
Bilyeu was arrested by Harrisonburg police Oct. 14 at South Main
Street and Newman Avenue.

Student's
case
dismissed
By Sandy Stone
court reporter

This is a summary of recent action
taken in Rockingham County
District Court:

► Non-student Christopher
Wilson, 20, of Richmond pleaded
not guilty Nov. 3 to disorderly conduct.

The case was dismissed due to lack
of evidence.
Wilson was arrested by campus
police Oct. 21 outside Eagle Hall.
*■ Because of insufficient
evidence, the case of non-student
Scott Hillyard, 18, of Harrisonburg
was dismissed.
Hillyard was charged by campus
police with drunken driving Sept. 3
in F parking lot near Chandler Hall.
► Students Sadiq Gill, 20, of Annandale, and Harry Doyle III, 20, of Fairfax

pleaded guilty Oct. 28 to trespassing.
The students each were ordered to perform 32 hours of community service
work.
Gill and Doyle were arrested by Harrisonburg police Oct. 3 for trespassing at
the water tower on Patterson Street
across South Main Street from the quad.
Gill also was charged judicially by
campus police.
► Student Michael Owens, 18, of Harrisonburg pleaded guilty Nov. 4 to
possession of beer by an underaged individual.
Owens was fined $25.
Owens was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 21 at Jiffy 66 on Port Republic
Road.
► Student Mark Charnock, 18, of Harrisonburg pleaded guilty Nov. 4 to
possession of beer by an underaged individual.
Charnock was fined $30.
Charnock was arrested by Harrisonburg police Oct. 21 at Jiffy 66.
► Student Eric Klunder, 18, of Har
risonburg pleaded guilty to possession
of beer by an underaged individual.
Klunder was fined $25.
Klunder was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 21 at Jiffy 66.
► Non-student Lamont Strothers, 25.
of Oxon Hill, Md., pleaded guilty Nov. 9 to
trespassing.
Strothers was fined $75.
Strothers was arrested by campus
police Nov. 8 near Eagle Hall.
► Non-student Cecil Mongold, 21, of
New Market, Va . was found guilty Nov. 9
of trespassing.
Mongold was fined $35.
Mongold was arrested by campus
police Oct. 15 in Dingledine Hall.
► Non-student Van Shifflett, 21, of
Harrisonburg pleaded guilty Nov. 9 to
trespassing.
Shifflett was fined $25.
Shifflett was arrested by campus
police Oct. 15 in Gifford Hall.

JMU Senior Kevin Walsh and Junior Colleen Leonard have started their careers through JMU ROTC.

It's pretty hard not to like an Army
ROTC Scholarship.
Just look at what it covers: full tuition,
books, lab fees. Plus, it pays you up to $1,000
each school year its in effect.
But what we think you'll like best <■
about our scholarship is the commitment.
Because it leads to a commission in the Army
Nurse Corps (ANC) after graduation.
As an Army nurse, you'll belong to
one of the largest, most comprehensive health
care teams in the world. Training on stateof-the-art equipment. And using the latest
techniques.
An Army nurse is an Army officer,
too. So along with professional recognition,

you'll also receive all the prestige, privileges
and respect that go with being a leader in today's Army.
And don't forget, the Army Nurse
Corps is part of a worldwide organization.
Which means you'll have the opportunity to
work in different cities around the country.
And different countries around the world.
Without losing seniority or benefits.
So make your commitment to nursing
really pay off. Begin your future in the Army
Nurse Corps. And that begins with Armv
ROTC.
For more information about scholarship opportunities, contact the Army
ROTC Department X-6264, X-6355

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

► Student Elizabeth Francis of Scranton, Pa., was found guilty Nov. 3 of public
drunkenness.
Francis was tried in absence and fined
$25.
Francis was arrested by campus
police Oct. 22 in Wilson Hall.
► Student Mark Waller, 20, of Richmond pleaded guilty Nov. 4 to public
drunkenness.
Waller was fined $30.
Waller was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 21 at South Main and Paul
streets.
► Student Robert Yocum, 19, of Arlington pleaded guilty Nov. 4 to public
drunkenness.
Yocum was fined $15.
Yocum was arrested by Harrisonburg
police Oct. 14 at South Main Street.
► Non-student Evan Foulke, 19, of
Lexington pleaded guilty Nov. 17 to
public drunkenness.
Foulke was fined $10.
Foulke was arrested by campus police
Oct. 22 outside of the Alpha Sigma Tau
sorority house.
► Non-student Vincent Lynch, 24, of
Lyndhurst, N.J., pleaded guilty Nov. 3 to
drunken driving.
Lynch was fined $250 and his license
was suspended for six months.
Lynch was arrested by campus police
Sept. 15 on South Main and Warsaw
streets.
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classifieds
For Sale
Vintage UnLld. — Semi-formal and formal attire 1920-1950's. Located In Harrison Antiques, 14 Graham St. on Court
Square downtown.
THREE FEMALE housing contracts
available for Spring Semester, 434-3657.
Yashica Electro 35mm Camera,
telephoto and wide-angle lenses. $125.
Call Shelley x5362.
Male Contract lor Sale — Bluestone
Area. Call Mark at 433-4975.

Bloom County
ONTVLASTfMr. BKP&fJVt,
MKHINGmU0RLPT0RQGP BY

by Berke Breathed
SIR?... JUSTf\ W0RP7

Nixi£AR tm m LerrovR MM

HWer\5rrSHMEN. OH SIR.?. SIR,
MY we HMB A Mier comm OH
YOUR feeum THIS momma ?

1976 Maverick, four door, automatic, six
cylinder, radio, power steering. 40,000
miles. One Owner. 433-6280 or 434-3397
after 5 and weekends.
Lots of used furniture, bicycles, lamps,
radios, records, clocks, all kinds of
books and novels. 135 West Market
Street, 434-6727. Swap Shop.
Cassette Car Stereo Tape Player — excellent condition; Call Trlna 433-1815

Wanted
Housing Contract — female, on campus
or Presidential. December 1 deadline for
Spring. Tanl, P.O. 1697 or 434-2689.
Roommate to share 3 bedroom apartment, own bedroom, share kitchen and
living room. $140. Includes all utilities.
Call Cathy at 434-1506, 765 E. Market.

Help Wanted
Overseas Jobs — Summer/year round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-51200 monthly. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC, Box 52-VA4 Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.
Car's Pub A Restaurant, formerly the old
Elbow Room, will begin Interviewing applicants today, November 17, between
the hours of 2:00 & 4:00 p.m., Monday
Friday, no phone calls, Please.
Ski Instructors for children's program.
Full and part time. Will train — must enjoy kids. Massanutten Village Ski School.
289-9441.

Services
Confidential Abortion Services — All Inquiries and services confidential. Convenient location near 1-81. For information
or appointment call Collect (301)
733-2400.
Professional typing — IBM Selectrlc.
4338685 before 7:00 p.m..
Experienced typist. $.907page. Elaine
4334)571.
Typing Service — 20 years experience.
$1.00/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.
Profeeelonal typing, Pica or Elite. Call
Donna Bodkin, 879-9294.
Profeeslonal Typing. Call Kathy,
433-8015. after 5.
Learn to Ride with the Experts — Oak
Manor Farms. Best of Horses. Best of Instruction. Best Facilities. Oak Manor
Farms Invites you to join our experienced
& extensive riding program. We have
classes in Equitation, Jumping and the
opportunity for ahowlng. Individual attention. Don't settle for 2nd best. Ride
with Oak Manor. Call for Lessons and
trail rides. Oak Manor Farms 234-8101.
MADCAPS SINGING) TELEGRAM SERVICE. Something special for all occaslona. 433-1S99.
Experienced Typist — Susan, x6292
weekdays 10-2, evenings 434-7506.

Personals
Make money at homel Be flooded with
offers I Details — rush stamped addressed envelop. Send to Bill Mark, Department J, 331 Thomas, VPI., Blacksburg,
VA 24061.
Jlller — have you conformed to preppy
attire or what? CL
Lambda Chi Lll Sisters — Just wanted
you to know that we really do love and
ire about youl The Brothers.

Will you be one of the 200,000 — 300,000
college graduates who won't get the
career Job for which you've been studying? Enhance your resume! If you're
management or business oriented, have
a strong self image, and desire a large income + bonus cars + world trips, Join
this NYSE-llsted company. We will train
you to start parttlme on campus. You can
make It happen! Call or write, now, to
Scott Walker, Box 5172, McLean, VA
22103, (703)442-64a4.
THE STARS SHINE In the Village! Talent
Night with Frederikson Hall and Garber
Hall. Wednesday, November 30, 7:30 p.m.
Garber TV Lounge. $.25 admission. Door
Prize! Social following In basement!
Plsn now for next year's college coats A Flnanclal-Ald Forum...Tonlght, 6-7:30
p.m., WCC N. Ballroom...Sponsored by
SGA.
ocotty — Why weren't you at the Econo
Lodge, Room 09 last Monday? I was
waiting. You know who!

Biochemistry, Graduate School
Fellowships at the University of Alabama
Medical Center. The Graduate Program
In Biochemistry at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham invites applications from highly qualified students interested In a Ph.D. program. Major areas
of emphasis Include fundamental
molecular biology, biochemistry of
nucleic acids, recombinant-DNA techniques,
physical
biochemistry,
biochemistry of connective tissues, enzymology, X-ray crystallography and
NMR spectroscopy. All students admitted to the program receive fellowships of
$7,500 per year, plus tuition and fees. Interested students should contact Dr.
Charles E. Bugg, Chairman of Admissions Committee, Department of
Biochemistry, University of Alabama In
Birmingham, Alabama 35294. Chemistry
majors are especially encouraged to applyRon Sorrell — Happy Birthday from your
Alpha Gam Little Sister.

Hey Snot Fees, Stan from SPE??? Oh no,
two months...But I'm still here! Have a
special day. Love, Lee.
Jonl — Get Well, Green Welnles and I
miss you. Laura.
Nathan — kit that slut — or I will! Love,
M.
Yung Tsu — Where's mv champagne?
Which would you prefer: To be born
without a face; nuclear holocaust; or a
Reagan reelection? You can have two for
one! Scarwrist.
The Bushwhackers are Coming — Rev.
Billy, Evan John, Bob Margoun — Tues
day, November 22, Midway Downtown.
X-Rsves — Friday, December 2, Midway
Downtown.
^
Can't decide what to ghre your friends for
Christmas? Put a little music In their
lives. Send them flute duets! Sold by the
JMU Flute Club on November 28 & 29
from 9-4 In the PO Lobby.
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announcements
\

Announcements In The Breeze are provided free as »
service to readers Events requiring an e«change ot
money will not be published In the announcements
section. Entertainment notices may be sent to the Inside Arts and People section.
Deadlines for announcements are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday lor Thursday's
issue Mailing address Is The Breeze, communication
arts department, Jamee Madison University, Harrison
burg VA 22807. Ths Breeze office Is In the basement ol
Anthony Seeger Hall at Grace and South Main streets.
Form tor announcements Is WHO Is dotng WHAT,
WHEN and WHERE. Items will be edited for brevity.
Name and telephone number should be Included

Events
JMU Canterbury — The Episcopal student group
meets every Thursday after the 7 p.m. communion service at Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
Caving Club — meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
In Jackson 1-B
Madison Outing Club — meets every Wednes
day at 6 p.m. In Blackwell Auditorium.
Presbytsrlan Fellowship — meets every Mon
day at 6:30 In room C. WCC.
Lutheran Student Movement — meets every
Tuesday at 830 p.m. In room D, WCC tor worship.
Black Student Alliance — meats the first and
third Mondays of each month.
Campus Crusad* tor Christ — meets every
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. In Wilson 300 lor Teaching and
Tr«le)no.

Blood pressure clinics — win be held Nov. 21
and 28 and Dec. 5 from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. In the
Campus Center (across from the Information desk) to
check students' Mood pressures
Granada forum — sponsored by the International Relations Association Sociology Club and Anthropology Club, will be held Nov. 21 at 4 30 p.m. In
Matty tM

Mathematlca and

Computer Science

Colloquium — presents Dr. John R C. Falrfleld,
depertmsnt ot mathematlca and computer science,
speaking on "The Book of Spells — The Joy of Computing," Nov. 29 at 4:20 p.m. In Burruas 111.

Meetings
Parking Advisory Committee -

meel

Nov. 22 at 1 p.m In Wilson 204.
Calling all students — ciubs an over campus
are collecting canned goods for needy famines lor a
Thanksgiving pro|ect sponsored by Phi Beta Lambda
Do your part by bringing canned goods, non-perishable
foods, or donations to the mezzanine ol the Csmpus
Center on Nov. 22 from 9 a.m to 5 p.m.

Inter-Varsity

Christian

Fellowship

-

n..K evenSunday St 7 p.m. in the WCC ballroom
Friday Irom 4:30 p.m. to 5 p m. in Jackson ioo.

Planning and Davel<>pment Commission
- will meet Nov 30 at 4 p m. m Wilson 204

Dance Film Series — presents "AMn Alley:
Memories and Visions'' Nov. 23 al 7 p.m. In Godwin
344.

International Bualness Club -■«« meet
Nov. 21 at 6 p.m. In Harrison, room A10. Elections win
beheld.

Biology Seminar — Bob Hayea and Deanna
Ward, graduate students at JMU, will apeak on "Mercury Contamination In Terrestrial Ecosystems." Nov
22 at 4 p.m. In Burruss 314.

Weeley Foundation — Nov. 19: free babysitting
for faculty, stall and students at the Wesley Foundation lor children up to 7 years old Irom 7 p.m. to midnight. For more Information, contact Wealey Foundation at 434-3490. Nov. 20: "The Day Altar," at Wesley
Foundation Irom 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. Nov. 22: Bible Alive
Irom 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Nov 23: Morning Worship In
room A, WCC Irom 8 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.; no evening pro
gram. Dec 5: Called to Care program — singing st
Liberty House Nursing Home Irom 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. For
more information, call 434-3490
Financial Aid forum — sponsored by the Student Government Association will be held tonight Irom
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. In the north bsllroom, WCC.

Chrlstlsn Sclencs Organization — meets

Tutoring — Tutors are needed in nearly all ,u
subject areas If you are interested In tutoring on*
students, applications can be obtained at the Counj,i
Ing and Student Development Center, second floor
Alumnae Hall.
Sigma Phi Lambda la sponsoring s tutorial program
Students needing tutoring may contsct Julis Pitt
communication, fine aria and Englleh, Do. 3037 or r*
4353; Donna Berry, political science, public admlnim*
tlon and history, box 28S or ph. 4182, Jan Bliaa,
business and economics, box 348 or ph. 7416; Km
Stewart, education and human services, box 3352 y
ph. 5457; Beth Ann Naff, science and soclsl scienca
box 2131 Of ph. 434-3647; Ann Mace, math and COT.
outer science, box 2102 or ph. 4845; Kelly DoKlelne
philosophy, religion and foreign language, box -2biph. 434-4291; Dabble Lawson. 4154; or Ken Biggs. 74«
accounting tutoring — the Accounting Honor Soc»
ty will hold open tutoring session! In accounting nary
Wednesday horn 4 p.m. to 6 p.m In the A v depart
ment of the library.

every other Sundsy st 7 p.m In the religious center

General
Library Hours — Sunday, noon to midnight; Monday through Thursday, 7:50 am. to midnight, Friday.
7:50 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Counseling Center — oilers personal, study
skills snd vocational counseling lor indlvldusls snd
groups Call 6552 for more information or come for
walk-In service In Alumnae Hall between 3 p.m and 5
p.m., Monday through Thursday

CPItP — Job connectlona — Snyder. Nswim i
Co., accounting majors (December grsdusles onryi.
Nations! Cancer institute, biology ma|ors with i concentration In microbiology and moleculii
physiological and chemlstry/blochemlitry T,n
(December grsdustss only); Satellite Builnni
Systems, computer science, manegement Information
systems and data proceeelng ma|ori (DecsmMi
grsduatae only); Richmond newspaper, busmen
management Information systems, data processing
journalism, Englleh, chemletry, history and accounting
majors Details available In CP&P office.
Prescreenlng selection lists trill be postsd on Tust
day and Wednesday, Nov. 22 and 23. insteso ol
Wednesday and Thursday.

Catholic MaSS — Is held svery Saturday at 5
p.m. In room D. WCC, and Sunday at 10:30 s.m and
noon In the ballroom.

American Csncsr Society — in cooperation
with JMU, will otter a courae (Biology 325) from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. on Monday nights during the spring semester
to examine cancer as s significant health problem in
the U.S. Correction: Lectures msy not be sttsndsd
without signing up. For more Inlormslion, contsct Or.
Acton at 6647 or the biology office st 6226.

Sophomore accounting majors — THS Accounting Honor Society la aponaorlng a Peer Adwiory
Program to anawer any questions on sn Indlvirjull
basis concerning claaaea and registration Thoae interested should contact Kan Biggs si 7440 or box 31'

Art exhibits — Artworka Gallery: Nov. 28 through
Dec. 10 — photographa and silk screen prints by Petti
Cannon, and paintings and black and white silver
prints photographs by Kelley Galbreath. The Other
Gallery: mixed media by Rita McCaslln.

CsmpuS Escort Service — The Irstamltles of
Alphs Chi Rho and Thete Chi are offering a campuswide escort service Mondays through Thursdays Irom
9 p.m. to midnight, csll 5108; Fridays through Sundsys
Irom 9 p.m. to midnight, csll 5706

Mediation Council — offers free mediate-- K<
vices to all members of the campus community They
can be contacted In the Commuter Student Cents'
433<259.

Personals

For Sale
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Found

Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an
envelope with $1 for 1-10 words, $2
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campus mail, or deliver it to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.
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Derek Steele
Spirited captain leads with positive attitude
third guard, Keys spent them on the
By STEVE LOCKARD
end of the Dukes' bench.
He is 21 years old, stands just
Prior to last season, Keys quit the
5-foot-8 and has a baby face, but
team
and was going to transfer to
compared to his teammates, Derek
Penn
State
to play. "That was very
Steele is an old man.
hard
for
me
to deal with," Steele
He doesn't particularly enjoy the
says.
"I
had
a
lot of problems with
label, but as captain and one of two
him
leaving
and
he knew it. When I
seniors on a JMU basketball team
find somebody that close to me, I clwith nine freshmen and sophomores,
ing to them."
the importance of the veteran Steele
Steele speaks in a warm tone that
is obvious.
reflects
his happy nature. He smiles
"Derek is a positive leader," says
constantly
and laughs often, and it is
JMU coach Lou Campanelli. "He's
this
positive
attitude that has enablthe glue. You can't ask for any more
ed
him
to
hurdle
his biggest obstacle
in a captain. He just sets a good ex—
his
height.
ample every day."
"He's too short to play major colSitting in his Chandler Hall room,
lege
basketball, but he doesn't know
dressed casually in a white JMU
it,
so
he just goes out and plays,"
basketball T-shirt and green hospital
Campanelli
says.
pants, Steele talks about his position
And
that
is the key to Derek
of team leader.
Steele's
success.
"It's a challenge that I'm looking
"You have to look at the ability
forward to. I don't look at it as
that you have, not the things you
pressure. I look at it as something I
don't have," says Steele, who admits
really want to do and in doing it, 1
to being 5-foot-8, although he's been
want to win."
listed as tall as 5-foot-10. "OK, I
And Derek Steele is accustomed to
don't have height. I wish I did, but 1
winning. His team won a state chamdon't have it. People are always gonpionship at Mount Vernon High
na tell you what you can't do. I
School in Alexandria, and he has
tion't listen to them.
played in three NCAA tournaments
"My father taught me that well.
for JMU.
He said, 'Don't let people tell you
Steele enabled the Dukes to make
what you can't do. Do what you can
a third straight NCAA tournament
with what you have.' So 1 take what
appearance last year when he conI have and use it the the best way I
verted a three-point play with four
can."
seconds left to defeat William and
At home, Steele is a favorite of the
Mary 41-38 in the ECAC South
JMU crowd, but when the Dukes are
Championship.
on the road, he takes his share of
He had 18 points in the game and
abuse. "At William and Mary, they
was the tournament's Most Valuable
cracked on me so hard," he says,
Player, but it was his reaction rather
holding back the laughter. "I was
than his action that will long be
running down the court and they
remembered.
Derek Steele was the ECAC South Tournament's Most Valuable
said, 'Stand up.' I ldoked at my feet
After his game-winning shot, he
Player last season. (Photo by Hank Ebert)
and I said 'I am standing up.' That
ran from one foul line to the opwas funny to me."
posite baseline, waving his arms
former
JMU
player,
says,
"He's
a
winner.
It
seems
Originally, Steele was to come to JMU on a
triumphantly. Running back toward midcourt, he
like he just pulls for everybody."
football scholarship. As a running back for Mount
exchanged high-fives with several players and
What is pulling Steele these days is his belief in
Vernon, he rushed for more than 1,500 yards his
finished his celebration with a beautiful mid air
God,
which
became
a
big
part
of
his
life
during
his
senior
year and was named All-Metropolitan.
somersault.
freshman year.
JMU football coach Challace McMillin offered
"It's something I'll probably never forget,"
"Something hit me or struck me," Steele says
Steele a scholarship and he accepted, but after a
Steele says with a wide grin. "When I hit that shot,
when
explaining the origin of his beliefs. "Jesus
successful basketball campaign in which he averagI couldn't believe it. I just took off running. The
Christ
gave
his
life
for
us
because
that's
what
the
ed 20.4 points per game, he decided he wanted to
excitement took over my body. That experience is
Lord wanted him to do. He did it for us. It's that
play college basketball.
so very hard to explain. When you win a chamkind of love that I can't understand. It leaves me in
Four years later, Steele has no regrets.
pionship like that, you feel that everyone you have
"I love to play basketball," he says, his smile as
awe."
been working with for so long, just came together
Steele's religion plays a major role in all aspects
bright as ever. "It gives you a freedom to be
as one. It's just a great feeling."
of his life, including basketball. "It helps me in my creative that you don't have in a lot of different
With the loss of four starters from last year's
consistency during a game. I don't constantly say,
areas. It'll be hard for me to give up playing
squad, it will take a lot of work to retain that feel'Lord,
I'm
gonna
do
it
for
you,'
but
subconsciousbasketball totally. I'll go away (from JMU), but
ing, and Steele knows it.
ly and in my heart that's how I feel."
I'm not gonna stop playing basketball — not if I
"We have to develop that cohesiveness. One of
Has his religious life changed Derek Steele?
can help it."
the goals that I have is finding the strengths of the
"It hasn't changed his personality," Keys says.
Steele will graduate in May with a psychology
team and letting the team know what it is and then
"He's
really
religious,
but
he's
still
Derek."
major
and a business administration minor. He
work with it."
And Keys knows Derek. He has roomed with hopes attend graduate school and eventually go inWhatever the team's strength might be, Steele's
Steele since their freshman year. For two years to counseling.
biggest asset as a leader is his personality. Guided
they competed for the same position and both say
Reflecting on his stay at JMU, Steele seems conby strong religious beliefs, he is outgoing and
that
the
competition
strengthened
their
relationtent.
"It has flown by. You can remember the
always positive. In practice, not only is he the
ship.
things you did when you were a freshman. Some of
oldest and the shortest, he's also the loudest.
"We went out to practice with the attitude that the silly things you did and some of the good things
"I think vocal encouragement is important,"
we're going out there to kill ourselves," Steele you did, how you've matured and how your conSteele says. "With a young team it's going to be
says. "We're gonna kill each other, not because I
fidence has grown.
more important."
don't like you, but because you're my friend and I
"It's nice to look back and say, 'This is what
"He's like another coach out there," says
I've done,'-" Derek Steele says, sounding very
love you and I want to make you better."
freshman guard Boo Brent, also from Mount VerWhile Steele spent his first two seasons as JMU's much like an "old man."
non.
Troy Keys, Steele's roommate and a
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Campanelli molding his youngest team ever

Untested Dukes have hard act to follow

Darrell Jackson has started 27 games at
JMU — the most by a returning Duke.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

1983-84 Roster
No. Name
10 Kevin Sutton
12 Anthony Inge
14 Eric Brent
20 Jimmy Masloff
22 Darrell Jackson
24 William Hughes
25 Derek Steele
30 Tracy Williams
321 Keith Bradley
33 John Newman
34 Greg Mosten
35 Todd Banks
42 George Kingland
44 Eric Esch

Yr..
Fr
Fr
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So..
Sr.
So .
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
So.

Pos. HL
G 6-0
G 6-3
G 6-3
G-F 6-5
F 6-6
G 6-4
G 5-8
F 6-6
C-F 6-7
F 6-5
F 6-7
F 6-5
G-F 6-6
C 6-9

Wt.
152
181
180
194
202
182
178
195
214
205
214
211
185
216

By JOHN CASTALDI
For three years, Dan Ruland banged his way
for rebounds under the basket. Charles Fisher
dropped in feather-light jumpers from the wing,
and David Dupont fed teammates sweeping
across the lane with well-thought passes.
But those scenes are now JMU basketball
history. This year JMU is not a team of threeyear lettermen with battle-worn savy, but instead the 1983-84 Dukes will be a team of youth.
Nine of JMU's 14 players are freshmen or
sophomores. Despite the lack of experience,
JMU's patient, defense-oriented style should remain intact.
Methodical offenses and pressing defenses
trademark Lou Campanelli-coached basketball
teams. As Campanelli begins his 12th year at
JMU, he will be teaching his system to his
youngest college team ever.
"Your basic philosophy can't change," Campanelli said. "You just have to adjust a little for
certain players."
Campanelli's basketball philosophy has
enabled him to compile a 209-90 (.699) record
— 15th among acti\e coaches.
"Every year's a challenge. This year I've got
to try to take a young team and make them
ready for the wars," he said.
The Dukes have only two seniors on the
squad: guard and team captain Derek Steele and
center Keith Bradley.
Following his MVP performance in last
season's ECAC South tournament. Steele will
be JMU's man in the spotlight. His 18 points,
including the game-winning three-point play,'
against William and Mary propelled the Dukes
into their third sraight NCAA Tournament.
Campenelli called the 5-foot-8 Steele the
"glue"of the team. He will be expected not only
to continue as the team's leading playmaker (89
assists last season), but also provide much of the
scoring.
"If we have to play any extended period of
time without him, we're gonna be hurting "
Campanelli said.
Bradley steps in at center after the graduation
of Ruland. By far the best passing big man on
the team (37 assists last year), the 6-foot-7
Bradley uses agressiveness to compensate his
lack of size.
Helping Bradley on the boards will be
6-foot-7 forward Greg Mosten. Mosten became
a starter late last year and sparked the Dukes to
nine wins in their last 11 games. He averaged 5.3
points and 4.5 rebounds per game, but Campanelli is looking for more this year.
"Mosten can't settle for a complementary
six, seven points a game," Campanelli said
"He's got to get into double figures. It's one
thing coming off the bench and chipping in
Now with a starting position a player must
assume a lot more resposiblity."
Mosten admitted, "It's gonna mean more
pressure on me. I'll have to do much more than
last year."
Ideally Campanelli wants three players who
can score in double figures.
The third player Campanelli is counting on
for scoring is freshman guard Eric "Boo"
Brent. Brent scored 19 points against Palmetto
in the Dukes' exhibition game, showing off a
deadly 18-foot jumper.
"Boo is potentially gonna be a very good
scorer, but since we need him now, he's gonna
have to score as a freshman." Campanelli said
Rounding out the starting team is 6-foot-5
Jimmy Masloff who switched from guard to
forward this year.
With Masloff, Bradley, and Steele in the

lineup, the Dukes will be smaller than most opponents.
"We'll have to really get after people and block
out well," Campanelli said. "But size is overrated
sometimes. Size looks good in the brochure; it
looks good standing in the airport, but come 7:30
Saturday night you've got to play."
The lack of size is quickly overcome with help
from 6-foot-6 forwards Darrell Jackson and Tracv
Williams.
Jackson is strong in the lane and on defense, but
he is still recovering from two knee operations
which he underwent in the offseason. Williams is a
fine shooter with excellent leaping ability.
The Dukes lineup may change early, but
regardless who starts, Campanelli said he needs at
least eight consistent players.
The bench is full of young talent with forwards
William Hughes, Todd Banks, and John Newman,
guards George Kingland, Kevin Sutton, and Anthony Inge, and center Eric Esch.
"The whole key with this team is they're gonna
mature and grow as the season goes on," Campanelli said. "They'll get their noses bloodied in
December, but the fans . . . have got to stick with
them because they're gonna get better."
In December, the Dukes play eight nonconference games inludinp the University of
Virginia. They also play in the JMU Invitational
here and the Rebel Roundup in Las Vegas.
In January, conference play begins.
"Everything we do is gonna be predicated on
league and post season play," Campanelli said.
"As long as nobody gives up on us, I think this
team's gonna be alright by the end of the year."
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Waiting for his chance
Williams hoping opportunity
to play will come again
"I want to get Tracy Williams into the game. He's
a shooter, and even though he isn't accomplished
in other phases of the game, he's capable of giving
us what we need the most right now — scoring."
Now, when Campanelli looks back on the decision to put Williams in the lineup, he admits he
probably made a mistake. "I don't really think he
was ready."
Williams had some good nights, but he had just
as many bad ones. Against the University of Maine
in his first start, Williams was zero-for-four from
the field with no points.
But in his second start, Williams showed why he
was he such a highly-valued recruit. In a 66-57 win
over Virginia Commonwealth University he scored
eight points (four-of-five from the field) and had
six rebounds.
Unfortunately, performances like that did not
continue. What continued was inconsistent play
from Williams. Good one night, terrible the next.
Williams said he wasn't really nervous. It was
more a case of finding his place on the team. As a
freshman playing with three seniors and a junior,
he did not want to overstep his bounds.
"I was timid. I wasn't sure what my role was,"
Williams said.
He remembers missing his first four
shots against Maine and Campanelli still
Williams had six points and four rebounds
telling him to keep shooting. But he
against UVa. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
didn't — he didn't want his teammates
to think he was a cocky, gunning
helping him through that period. "When 1 got
freshman.
Another thing that bothered Williams were to the point where I wanted to feel sorry for
the inevitable comparisons to Linton Townes. myself, he'd get on me. He made me keep
Townes played shooting forward the year working hard and he wouldn't let me quit."
And now Williams credits his time on the
before Williams arrived and went on to play in
bench for the new outlook he has this season.
the National Basketball Association.
"I made a decision this summer — I want to
"So many people wanted me to be Linton
play
at JMU and I think I can do the things
all over again," Williams said. "I didn't want
Coach
Campanelli wants me to do.
to try to emulate Linton, I had to be myself."
"I'm
still adjusting to the college game. It's
But most importantly, he was having troulike
I
told
one of the freshmen the other day, I
ble fitting into Campanelli's system. At JMU,
see
myself
as a freshman all over again."
the emphasis is on defense and the offense is
So
Williams
is dedicating himself to workstructured and controlled. Williams was not a
ing hard on the areas
good
defensive
Campanelli wants
player and his widehim to improve —
open offensive style
playing defense,
didn't quite fit in,
playing with more
especially since he
control, taking betwasn't shooting well.
ter shots, blocking
"Personally, 1
out and improving
think it's really hard
his ball handling.
to come in and play
Campanelli inhere," Williams said.
dicates Williams will
"It's hard to adjust
get his chance to
to college ball
produce
soon
9
anywhere, but it's
enough. "His role
especially tough
this year will be to
here. The system is
catch and shoot,
so defined and there
^^^^^^^^^^m
take the ball to the
are certain things you
^^^^^^^^^^
hole at the end of the
have to do.
break and rebound.
"It was hard — I'm not going to lie to
"We've been satisfied with the progress
you," Williams said. "It was hard to stay
Tracy is making. I think he'll be all right. He's
poised and composed, going from playing
improved his shot sefection and discipline;
against Ralph (Sampson) to sitting against
he's playing with much more control."
Richmond.
Williams is putting his trust in hard work.
"It was about the toughest thing in my life.
He figures if he works hard, things will fall in
I just kept praying and saying they (the
to place.
coaching staff) know what they're doing,
"I'm not worried about starting. I just want
Williams on playing Sampson: "I Just tried to look at
they're getting payed to decided what's best
to
be ready when I get in, whenever it is. My
Ralph as another player." (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
for the team."
day is coming."
Williams credits teammate Derek Steele for
"I'm not a quitter.

By DANIEL FINNEGAN
Something funny happened to Tracy Williams
on the way to becoming a star basketball player.
He arrived here last year from East Cateret High
School in Beaufort, N.C., as a 6-foot-6 forward
who had averaged 23 points and 15 rebounds per
game his senior year of high school. He was supposed to be able to leap tall buldings and hit
20-foot jumpers in his sleep.
There were high hopes for Tracy Williams when
he arrived; and he, too, was optimistic.
"I came here with great expectations about my
freshman year," Williams said. "1 had one thing
in mind — starting. That was my goal."
When the Dukes opened their season, Williams
was being counted on as a key frontcourt reserve
— but not a starter. In the second game of the
season, against top-ranked Virginia and 7-foot-4
All-America center Ralph Sampson, Williams
scored six points and had four rebounds.
Coupled with the fact that the Dukes were having trouble scoring points, Williams' performance
against Virginia catapaulted him into the starting
lineup.
At the time, JMU coach Lou Campanelli said,

'I'm not worried
about starting. I
just want to be
ready when i get in,
whenever it is. My
day is coming.
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Rookies should play key roles for Dukes

Brent heads Dukes' freshmen class
By LINDA MANELSKI
Eric "Boo" Brent spent his freshman year at
Mount Vernon High School on the bench watching
senior Derek Steele lead the varsity in scoring.
Four years later they're on the same team at
JMU. Only this time Brent won't be on the bench
watching Steele score; he'll be on the floor helping
him.
With the youngest team Lou Campanelli has had
at JMU, the Dukes will have to depend on some
new names to provide the scoring. Brent leads that
list of names.
The freshman include guards George Kingland,
Kevin Sutton, Anthony Inge, and forward John
Newman. However, it is Brent who is expected to
contribute immediately.
The 6-foot-3 freshman guard averaged 23 points
per game and shot 54 percent from the field and 78

percent from the foul line his senior year of high
school.
"Because we need some offensive punch, we are
going to expect something from Brent right away
in terms of offensive production," JMU coach

'They get caught
up in the frenzy of
the crowd.'
Lou Campanelli said. "He's going to surprise
some people this year."
He's already surprised himself. "I had just
hoped to play five minutes," Brent said. "Not that

I've got a position, I'm going to work hard to keep
it."
Steele, who has been working with Brent in the
backcourt said, "He's a consistent player that does
a lot of things well. He's a good all-around
player."
Consistency is something Campanelli looks for
in his recruits. "I like the blue collar players who'll
work hard and give you a good effort," he said. "I
can relate to the guys who know they've got to
fight to survive out there."
One such players is Newman. Campanelli called
the 6-foot-5 forward a "steady, workman-like
player. He doesn't do anything flashy, but he cafT
hit the open jump shot."
Newman went to Page High School in
Greensboro, N.C. — the same high school from
which former Duke David DuPont graduated.
"Dave influenced me a great deal in coming up
here," Newman said. "I've played with him in
summer leagues, and he worked with me a lot this
summer."
Last season Newman averaged 13 points and
seven rebounds per game while shooting 60 percent
from the field for Page, one of the nation's topranked teams
JMU tapped another one of its previously-used
resources when it recruited Kingland, a 6-foot-6
guard from Archbishop Molley High School in
Jamaica, N.Y. — the same school sophomore
center Eric Esch attended.

'Brent, Kingland
and Newman could
have an excellent opportunity to play.9
— Lou Campanelli

Freshman Eric "Boo" Brent will start with senior Derek Steele in the JMU backcourt. (Photo bv
Greg Fletcher)
'

Kingland averaged 18.9 points and nine rebounds per game last season playing mostly forward.
"He is a thoroughbred," Campanelli said about
the rangy guard. "Brent, Newman and Kingland
could have an excellent opportunity to play."
Rounding out the freshmen are Sutton and Inge.
Sutton, a 6-foot Falls Chuch native, averaged 5.9
points and 8.9 assists per game on Flint Hill
Academy's team. Campanelli calls him a "true
point guard" with quickness, court sense and good
ball handling skills.
The 6-foot-3 Inge, from Martinsville, averaged
23 points and eight assists per game last season. He
shot 54 percent from the field and 78 percent from
the foul line for George Washington Carver High
School.
JMU assistant coach John Thurston said Inge
has a "deadly long range shot."
Campanelli said he is pleased with the progress
ol the freshmen, but added, "You've got to go
slow teaching the system to younger guys. You
don t want to lose anybody. At the same time
you ve got to progress enough because you've got
a game staring you in the face."
Campanelli knows the freshmen will make
mistakes due to inexperience, but because they will
°e getting more playing time than most freshmen
nes coached, he expects them to mature quickly.
voting players are impatient," he said.
i ney re gonna take some shots that you don't
want them to take, and they get caught up in the
frenzy of the crowd."
Of course, if the freshmen perform well enough
to send the crowd into a frenzy, Campanelli probably won't complain.
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Home
sweet
home
Throwing toilet paper after the Dukes' first basket has become a JMU tradition. (Photo by
Hank Ebert)

'Electric Zoo' gives JMU a winning advantage
By WALTER MOODY
There's no place like home.
But in this story home is not Kansas and the
original cast has been changed.
Home is Harrisonburg, specifically JMU's Godwin Hall and Convocation Center. The wizard is
Coach Lou Campanelli, and Dorothy is played by
Campanelli's basketball teams.
JMU's opponents play the parts of those looking for brains, heart and courage.
There really is no place like home for the Dukes,
who in the past 11 years have won 130 games and
lost only 24 at JMU.
It began once upon a time in Godwin Hall 11
years ago. The Dukes opened their first season in
the small 5,000-seat gymnasium.
Players such as George Toliver, Sherman Dillard
and Steve Stiepler led the Dukes as they rolled over
opponent after opponent. But basketball in Godwin still was missing something — crowd support.
But that finally came in the 1980-81 season.
Crowds were sparse at the start of the season, but

'They think these
people are crazy.'
— Derek Steele

he Dukes, on their way to their first NCAA tournament, began to attract attention.
By season's end, Godwin was filled with frenzied crowds, a wild pep band and winning basketball.
And that was just the start.
The 1981-82 season was the finest in JMU s
basketball history. Their season ended with a
record of 24 wins, six losses. In their second
straight trip to the NCAA tournament the Dukes
lost by two points to top-ranked North Carolina.
The season always will be remembered not only
for the team's effort, but also for the crowds. No
only for the numbers that attended the game, but
also for the spirit and enthusiasm fey Aowed.
In one word, the fans were rowdy. They began
the JMU tradition of showering the court with
oilet paper after the Dukes' first basket. The noise
was imeSe. Godwin Hall's nickname, the "Bee

trie Zoo," was born.
Opposing teams not only were playing against
the Dukes — but also the fans. "The noise was so
deafening that they (opponents) thought about the
crowd instead of the game," said Derek Steele, this
year's captain.
The 1981-82 season was the last in Godwin and
as the Dukes left a place where they had won 118
of 140 games in 10 years, it appeared they were
leaving their best friend.
But despite a new environment, JMU picked up
in the newly built Convocation Center where they
had left off in Godwin. The team won 12 out of 14
games, losing only to the University of Virginia
and to conference rival William and Mary.
"We thought we were leaving a place that was
very advantageous to us," said assistant coach Bill
Leatherman. "But since we've gotten there it is
just as good as Godwin.
"Any team that has a crowd like we do has an
advantage. They seem to get crazier every year. All
of the other coaches are envious of the way our
fans and student body support the team."
The JMU crowd is recognized as the loudest in
the state and the more the fans "Rock the
Convo," the better the DiSkes seem to play.
"You're playing in front of people you know
and that gives you more incentive to do well,"
Steele said.
Junior Jimmy Masloff said he thinks the crowd
is a factor even before the game begins. "They (opponents) realize it's difficult to play in our gym. At
times you can't hear yourself."
Part of the intimidation of the crowd is the
throwing of toilet paper after the Dukes' first
basket — something that easily can rattle opponents. "They think these people are crazy,"
Steele said.
The JMU pep band also adds to the enthusiastic
atmosphere and helps boost the crowd's spirit. The
50-member band has been voted the best on the
East Coast for the past two seasons.
Band leader Pat Rooney believes his group adds
fuel to the fire during games.
"We're one big cheering section," Rooney said.
"The band incites the crowd. You can't tell me
when another team comes out, and the fans are
yelling like they do and the band is playing, that it
is not a big factor."
The band plays everything from traditional fight
songs to contemporary music. Rooney calls his
group the "hippest band in the nation right now.

I

Our image is contemporary. Ikhink we're leading
the country in that type of image."
Adding to the home court advantage are the
JMU cheerleaders, the Dukettes and Duke themascot, completing an atmosphere that has proven
to be conducive to winning.
So as the Dukes shoot for a fourth straight
NCAA appearance this season, don't be too surprised to see a JMU player tapping his Nike's
together and muttering something about home.
Because for the Dukes, there^ no place they'd
rather be.

Duke, JMU's mascot, joined the "Electric
Zoo" last season. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)
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EC AC South gets TV
By MARK NORTON
"Live, from the^ Convocation Center in Harrisonburg, Virginia, it's ECAC South basketball."
Thanks to a television package the conference
accepted last spring, these words will echo in
the homes of fans in three states this season.
The package was set up by Tom Dulaney
and Pat Tallent through the Dart Sports Network. They proposed the package to the
league's athletic directors last spring at a conference meeting.
The athletic directors gave them the
go-ahead.
"That set the wheels in motion,"
said Dulaney, former play-by-play
broadcaster on the JMU Sports Network. "Everything is covered now except advertising, and we do have verbal
commitments there."
Dulaney will handle the play-by-play
for the broadcasts, but the color commentator has not been announced.
Eleven television stations in
ay-by-play
Virginia,
North Carolina, Tennessee
Tom Dulaney will handle the pi
an
(Photo
by
^
Washington
are scheduled to carry
for ECAC South TV games.
at
least
one
of
the
games.
Hank Ebert)
Games will be televised in Richmond, Norfolk, Roanoke and locally

WHSV-TV in Harrisonburg. WJLA-TV in
Washington and WMKW-TV in Memphis, Tenn.
will televise the conference championship March
10.
After Jan. I, 17 games are scheduled to be
televised. Since Virginia schools make up the bulk
of the conference and more stations in the state are
carrying the games, coverage priority was given to
JMU, William and Mary and the University of
Richmond.
JMU has been slated for eight appearances, the
most of any of the schools. Richmond is scheduled
to be televised six times, and William and Mary
five times. Each ECAC South school will be
televised at least twice.
The coverage schedule was set up to televise
games on nights when viewer interest would be
focused on ECAC South games.
«
"We're not trying to compete with the ACC
market," Dulaney said.
The games are not restricted to only conference
matchups. Also scheduled to be televised are
Virginia Tech, Old Dominion University, Virginia
Commonwealth University and Virginia Military
Institute.
Tipoff time for games scheduled during the
week will be 9 p.m. Weekend matchups will start at
2 p.m.

Conflict?
Campanelli's involvement with Nike unresolved
By ROSS RICHARDSON
The question of whether Coach Lou Campanelli's association with the Nike Corporation
violates state conflict-of-interest laws has been left
unresolved.
Campanelli was one of six state university
basketball coaches whose dealings with shoe
manufacturers were questioned last spring by a
member of the House of Delegates.
The possible conflict of interest involves coaches
receiving money from companies that supply free
shoes to their athletic teams.
David Hatchcock, director of information for
the state attorney general's office, said the matter
has been left to university presidents.
While they are no longer involved with the case,
Hatchcock said the attorney general's office is
"actively providing legal advice" to presidents requesting it.
But Hatchcock said no university presidents, including JMU President Ronald Carrier, have asked for advice.
The issue surfaced in April when House
Delegate Ralph Axselle requested the Attorney
General's legal opinion of the situation.
"The coaches are allegedly compensated for seeing that their school uses the products of that
manufacturer making payment," Axselle stated in
his request.
Attorney General Gerald Baliles' report stated,
"You will note no definite conclusion is drawn
regarding whether there is a willful violation . . .
The facts you have furnished are not sufficient to
make such a determination."
Baliles' opinion stated that the law might be
broken if a coach "receives money ... for his personal benefit in return for arranging the use ... of
shoes bought from a particular manufacturer."
A copy of Axselle's request and Baliles' report
was sent to Carrier, and in turn distributed
throughout the athletic department.
A May 12 Richmond Times-Dispatch article
reported that JMU, Virginia Military Institute,
Virginia Commonwealth University, George

Mason University, Virginia Tech and the University of Virginia receive free athletic shoes from
various companies.
In addition, the companies pay the coaches between $1,500 and $15,000 per year. Campanelli
would not say how much he has received.
Campanelli was quoted in the article as saying
that Nike paid him for consulting work. He said
the work involved evaluating shoes.
"Testing them during the year. Have input on
what type of shoe is best. There's feedback all the
time. It's been a wholesome association," Campanelli was quoted as saying.
Campanelli would not discuss his consulting
work with The Breeze, except to say, "People are
making too much of it."

Jack Welsh, a spokesman for the Nike Corporation, would-not comment on Campanelli's work,
but discussed the role of consultants in general.
In return for providing the shoes, Nike likes
"product input" and a "promotional
relationship," Welsh said.
Welsh acknowledged money is involved. The
amount a coach receives depends on the "notoriety" of the school, Welsh said. "The coach at
Podunk U. does not get the same as the coach at
JMU."
Athletic Director Dean Ehlers said he thinks
nothing is wrong with the consulting work. "We
developed guidelines and talked to Lou. Lou had
our permission to serve. In the college community,
it s pretty common for professors to serve as consultants."

Lou Campanelli Is a consultant for Nike. (PhoiobyYoNagaya)
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By switching defenses
constantly on opponents,
Bill Leatherman keeps

One
step
ahead
By IAN KATZ
As long as opposing basketball coaches can't
read Bill Leatherman's mind, their teams will have
trouble scoring points against JMU.
Last year, when the Dukes ranked third in the
country in team defense, no one could outguess
assistant coach Leatherman, the Dukes' defensive
play caller.
"What makes playing James Madison so tough
is that they're constantly changing defenses," said
Tom Bar rise, assistant coach at East Carolina
University, which played the Dukes twice last
season. "It's difficult to play when you don't
know what's coming next. It's intimidating."
While many teams always play either a basic
zone or man-to-man defense, the Dukes, under the
guidance of Leatherman, use four defenses with
regularity.
During a game, Leatherman thinks two or three
minutes ahead. "I'm trying to figure out what the
other team is likely to try soon," he said. "If I can,
I'll call a particular defense to adjust to that. The
head coach really can't do that. He's got to watch
Leatherman giving defensive signals: "We have what I
the total game."
call a 'help' defense.' (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
Leatherman, a Charlottesville native, is in his
fifth year here after coaching Virginia high school teams for 13 years. Unlike
Madison, you've got to prepare for a
many basketball coaches whose features show the pressures and anxieties of
man-to-man, a 2-2-1 zone, a 1-3-1
college athletics, Leatherman has just a touch of gray in his wavy brown hair.
trap and a halfcourt zone. It's
tough.
Aside from a slight paunch in
"James Madison has by far the
the midsection, Leatherman, 43,
toughest
defense we play."
doesn't look his age.
Sal Mentesona, an assistant coach
at William and Mary, saw the Dukes
Hearing Leatherman talk is a
play a few times last year while
sharp contrast from listening to
coaching at Lehigh University.
Coach Lou Campanelli or assistant
"People know that you just don't
John Thurston, the coaches who
get cheap baskets on James
make up JMU's New Jersey-New
Madison," he said. "You really
York connection. In his deliberate
have to be patient against them. Lots
Virginia drawl, Leatherman enjoys
of teams can play only five, 10
leading a conversation about the
seconds of good defense on a possesreasons for JMU's defensive success.
sion. James Madison can do it for 25
"I'd say we spend about 50-50 on
seconds if they have to."
offense and defense in practice," he
In practice, Leatherman knows
said. "I doubt many teams spend
how to work the Dukes on that
that much time . . . and I think you
stinginess — he has written "Basketcan tell.
ball Fun-Drills," a paperback that
"We have what I call a 'help'
has sold more than 5,000 copies.
defense," Leatherman said. "The
"Coach Leatherman works with
player makes sure he can see the ball
us a lot on boxing out," sophomore
all the time, and when his buddy's in
forward Todd Banks said. "Being a
trouble, he helps out."
small team, we have to work hard on
But usually, it's the opponents
defensive technique."
who need the help.
The technique Leatherman knows
ECU'S Barrise said the most difbest is the zone press. It's the defense
ficult thing about JMU's defense is
Campanelli calls "coach Leatherpreparing for it. "If you play
man's specialty," the defense that
Princeton, which has a good
often becomes an offense.
defense, you know you're going to
"We run a press every time after
play against a zone. If you play Inthe first basket when the toilet paper
Leatherman think* two or three
diana, which has a good defense,
hits the floor," Leatherman said in
minutes ahead In games. (Photo
you know you're going up against a
reference to the way JMU fans
by Greg Fletcher)
man-to-man. But against James
celebrate the team's first basket of
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each home game. "When the other
team has to stop, that gives us an advantage. Five or six times we've
stolen the ball after the toilet paper
hit the floor."
Although Leatherman feels
strongly about basketball success at
JMU, he is just as proud of what he
accomplished when his players were
younger — and shorter.
"My emphasis on defense goes
back to when I started coaching," he
said. "In high school, we once had a
5-foot-6 guy beat Ralph (Sampson).
It was great. I still have a picture of
that guy guarding Ralph. It's just
too bad we couldn't beat him when
he was in college."
Leatherman seems to relish that
role — the small guy trying to knock
down the giant. And he soon might
grab the opportunity to try it on his
own.
In the past two years, several colleges much smaller than JMU have
offered Leatherman head coaching
jobs.

'James Madison
has the toughest
defense we play.'
Flagler College in Florida,
Newberry College in South Carolina
and Milligan College in Tennessee,
where Leatherman received a
bachelor's degree in 1966, all made
Leatherman definite offers that he
turned down.
"There was something at each
place that stopped me," he said. He
said his wife and two children played
a large part in his decisions. "I
didn't think my family would be
happy . . . Harrisonburg is a great
place to live.
"I would like to be a head coach, I
think anyone would," he said. "An
assistant's job is and should be temporary. But it shouldn't sound like
I'm trying to get out. I've enjoyed it
here. I'll continue to look for a head
coaching job, but I'll go only if the
right thing comes along."

Studying the defense. (Photo by
Greg Fletcher)
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Date

Opponenet

Nov. 26

University of North Carolina-

Time

Time

Date

Opponenet

Jan. 21

at George Mason University

2 p.m.

Greensboro

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 25

at University of Richmond

9 p.m.

Nov. 28

Rider College

7:30 p.m.

Jan. 28

East Carolina University

2 p.m.

Nov. 30

University of Maryland-Eastern
Shore

Feb. 1

Old Dominion University

9 p.m.

7:30

Feb. 4

at College of William and Mary

2 p.m.

Dec. 3

at University of Virginia

7:30

Feb. 9

at Virginia Commonwealth Univer-

Dec. 6

at Furman University

7:30

Dec. 9-10 James Madison University Invitational
Dec. 17

Seattle University
at the Rebel Roundup Tournamentel

Jan. 9

Virginia Commonwealth Universi-

Jan. 11
Jan.14
Jan. 5

ty
at Old Dominion University

9 p.m.
1 p.m.

Feb. 11

at U.S. Naval Academy

—

Feb. 15

7:30

Feb. 18
Feb. 22

Towson State University
George Mason University

Dec.
22-23

sity

%

9 p.m.
7:35 p.m.

U.S. Naval Academy

2 p.m.

at American University

8 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
7:30

at Virginia Military Institute

9 p.m.

Feb. 25

University of Richmond

7:30 p.m.

Feb. 29

College of William and Mary

7:30 p.m.

March 3

at East Carolina University

7:30 p.m.

March
8-10

ECAC South Tournament

TBA

Home games in bold type.

\J

(Clockwise from bottom) Fans
practice tradition of reading
newspapers as opponents are
announced Photo by Honk
Ebert. Guard Mary Gilligan
drives (Photo by Hank Ebert).
JMU captain Derek Steele
protects ball from defender
(Photo by Yo Nagaya). Coach
Lou Campanelli expresses
his feelings to officials (Photo
by Hank Ebert). Sue Flynn
concentrates on foul shot
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Date

Opponent
Loyola (Md.) College
at George Mason University
at George Washington UniversiJ
Invitational
American University
at East Carolina University
Davis & Elkins College
at Pabst Holiday Classic
Appalachian State University
at University of Virginia
University of Richmond
West Virginia University
Radford University
Virginia Commonwealth Unive^
ty

DUKES

'83'84 BASKETBALL
Schedules

'*

'S
Time

Date

2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7:30
7:30
7:30
5

7:30
4
7:30
2
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Opponent
24
31
4
6
9
15

Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
March 2-4

Time

at East Tennesee State University
at University of Richmond
at Towson State University
at Manhattan College
George Mason University
at Virginia Commonwealth University

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 pm.

University of Charleston
Virginia Tech
Old Dominion University
at College of William and Mary
at ECAC South Southern Division
Tournament

2
7:30
7:30
7:30

Home games in bold type.

7:30 p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
—
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ECAC South preview
Campanelli calls GMU, W&M, Navy frontrunners
By DANIEL FINNEGAN
It's the year of the little man in the
ECAC South.
Across the league, teams are
strong at guard — William and Mary
has Keith Cieplicki and Tony
Traver, Richmond has Kelvin
Johnson, George Mason has Andy
Bolden, JMU has Derek Steele and
Navy has Rob Romaine.
_
The best player in the league is
6-foot-5 swingman Carlos Yates of
George Mason; and East Carolina
swingman Barry Wright is his team's
top player.
At the same time, the leauge's big
men have been depleted. JMU, Richmond, George Mason and William
and Mary all lost starting centers to
graduation and East Carolina center
Johnny Edwards transferred. Only
Navy has proven big men.
Maybe that's why JMU coach Lou
Campanelli calls this a balanced
league.
"I don't think anyone will breeze
like they (William and Mary) did last
year," Campanelli said. "Navy,
William and Mary and George
Mason are the teams with the most
experience. I'd say they'd be the
teams to reckon with."
Here's a short preview of each
team:

Yates heads all-star team
"Basket by Yate«."
To fans or ECAC South
basketball, that was a familiVr
line last year.
\
Yates, a 6-foot-5 junior sw\
ingman for George Mason\
University, was a scoring \
machine. He averaged 27 points
per game while making 52 percent of his shots. He is the
leading returning scorer in the nation.
The Breeze 1983-84
preseason all-star team
F
Carlos Yates GMU
F
Vernon Butler Navy
C
CliW Maurer
Navy
G
Keith Cieplicki W&M
G
Derek Steele JMU

RICHMOND (2-7, 12-16) — The
Spiders were the league's worst team
last year and gone from that group
are its two most consistent starters,
center Jeff Pehl and point guard
Tom Bethea.
The top three returnees are forwards John Newman (12.2 ppg, 3.1
rpg) and Bill Flye (7.7 ppg, 5.0 rpg)
and point guard Johnson (9.9 ppg).
Other returning players include
forward John Davis and guards
Larry Fells, Greg Beckwith and
Robert Tucker. There is no experienced center.

GMU's Carlos Yates

No.
3
10
11
20
21
22
25
31
32
34
44
45
50

f\

EAST CAROLINA (3-7, 16-13) The loss of Edwards, the league's second leading scorer and rebounder
last year, leaves a gaping hole in the
Pirates' frontcourt.
The only returning starter up front
is 6-foot-5 swingman Barry Wright,
a fine defensive player who scored 11
points and grabbed four rebounds a
game last year.
The only other player in the frontcourt with college experience is
6-foot-8 David Harris, who averaged
0.7 points and 0.7 rebounds in 99
minutes playing time last year. He'll
probably inherit the center position.
East Carolina is much stronger
and deeper in the backcourt where
starters Tony Robinson (5.5 ppg, 81
assists) and Bruce Peartree (9.4 ppg,
78 assists) return.
No.
10
11
12
22
24
31
34
35
40
41
42
44
52
55

Nemo
Herbert Gllchrlst
Curl Vandarhorst
Tony Robinson
John Williams
Keith Siedoe
Barry Wright
Jack TurnDill
Derrick Battle
William Grady
Roy Smith
Leon Bass
Bruce Peartree
David Harris
David Relchenekor

Vr.
Sr
So.
Sr
Sr
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr

Po*.
G
G
G
G
F<3
F-G
F
F
G
FC
C
G
C
C

HI.
8-1
6-1
81
6-1
6-3
6-5
89
86
82
67Vi
6-10
W
64
810

Wt.
165
ISO
180
190
160
185
185
190
170
190
180
165
220
230

GEORGE MASON (3-6, 15-12) The Patriots have not only the best
player in the league in Yates, but
also one of the best in the country.
In fact, he was the nation's third
leading scorer last year. There's not
much reason to think he won't
match last year's totals of 27.0
points and 5.3 rebounds per game.
He was also a 52 percent shooter last
year.
GMU has plenty of small, quick,
talented players surrounding Yates.
Leading the supporting cast is point
guard Andy Bolden (11 ppg), who
was academically ineligble the second half of the season.
Ricky Wilson, John Neihoff and
Mike Yohe are also capable
backcourt players and 6-foot-5 forward Rob Rose scored 10 points per
game as a freshman last year.
Other veteran frontcourt players
include forward Ricky Dillard and
Vincent McQueen, who plays center
and forward. The Patriots lack an
experienced big man.

NAVY (3-3, 18-11) - The Midshipmen are coming off their best
season in almost 30 years and have
plenty of talent returning, including
the league's leading rebounder, top
assist man and leading shot Mocker.
Forward Vernon Butler has added
30 pounds after grabbing a leagueleading 10.2 rebounds per game and
scoring 11.6 ppg as a 6-foot-7,
190-pound freshman.
Also back is center Cliff Maurer
(10 ppg, 5.8 rpg, league-high 2.5
blocks per game), the tallest player
in the school's history.
The backcourt will miss Dave
Brooks, who averaged 17 ppg last
year. But point guard Rob Romaine
(12 ppg, 180 assists) returns.
Kylor Whitaker will probably start
at guard and either Mike Jones or
Gary Price will start at forward.
Freshman Willie Jett will back up
Romaine. Veteran reserves include
guard Syl Mata and forward-center
Tony Wells.

No.
10
15
20
22
24
30
32
33
42
43
44
50
54

No.
5
10
14
15
20
22
24
X
34
40
42
44
50
51
54

Name
Andy Bolden
Ricky Wilson
John Nelho'f
Mike Yohe
Warren Green
Mike Dulrene
Carlos Yates
Rob Rose
Rob Nleberlein
Chuck Dyson
Ricky Dillard
Vincent McQueen
Tom Shapiro

Yr.
Sr.
So
Sr
Jr.
So
Fr.
Jr
So
Fr
Fr.
Sr
So
Fr.

Poa.
G
G
G
G
F
F
F-G
F-G
F
C-F
F
C-F
C-F

HI
6-1
6-3
5-10
»2
8-7
86
6-5
85
88
89
6-4
87
6-9

Wt
173
178
183
171
191
191
194
190
198
160
195
207
208

Name
Kylor Whltakar
Willie Jett
Sly Mata
Kevin Coyne
Tony Wells
Mike Jones
Rob Romaine
Carey Manheru
Warren Buller
Cliff Maurer
Mike Klooster
Gary Price
David Robinson
Vernon Buller
Todd Alexander

Yr.
So
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr
Fr.
So
Jr.

Poa.
G
G
G
G
F-C
F
G
F
F

c

F
F
C
F
C

HI.
86
SB
6-1
84
6-7
6-3
6-2
6-7
8fl
6-10
84
6-6
89
87
6-8

Wl
180
ISO
170
170
207
185
180
180
205
225
202
205
185
220
220

Nam*
Larry Falls
Greg Beckwith
Kelvin Johnson
John Newman
Bryan Simmons
Marty Johnson
Joe Runk
Robert Tucker
John Davis
Tim Hardin
Gary Powell
Bill Flye
Lee Goss

Yr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.

So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So
Fr.
Jr.
St.
Fr.

Poa.
G
G
G
F
F
G
G
G
F
GF
FG
F
C

HI
6-1
5-10
6-2
6-7
6*
6-2
6-1
62
65
6-5
6-7
6-9
6-10

Wt.
185
150
170
190
200
175
175
200
205
200
215
215
205

WILLIAM AND MARY (9-0, 20-8)
— The league's best backcourt
should go a long way in offsetting
the loss of center Brant Weidner and
forward Mike Strayhorn.
Guards Keith Cieplicki and Tony
Traver are both deadly outside
shooters. Cieplicki averaged 16.3
ppg, shot 54.3 percent from the
field, 86.7 from the foul line — and
also had more than three rebounds
and three assists per game. Traver
averaged 11.2 ppg and Scott Coval is
a talented third guard.
Up front, the only returning
starter is Kevin Richardson (8.7 ppg,
4-4 rpg). He'll play opposite either
Gary Bland, a key reserve last year,
or former starter Herb Harris, who
sat out last year because of
disciplinary problems. Matt Brooks
will probably start at center.
No
10
12
14
20
22
25
30
32
40
44
45
50
52
54

Name
Scott Trimble
Tom Lamb
Keith Cieplicki
Mike Bracken
Nell McFarlane
David Bond
Tony Traver
Kevin Richardson
Bob Dall
Scott Coval
Herb Harris
Mark Boddy
Matt Brooks
Gary Bland

Yr.
Fr
Sr
Jr.
So.
Sr
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So
Jr.
Fr.
Jr
Sr

Poe.
G
G
G
F
F
F
G
F

HI.
82
82
*4
6-7
6-7
87
82
8-6
c 89
G
6-1
C-F 6-7
C 6-10
04 M
F
6-6

Wl.
186
180
164
22S
190
185
180
190
210
170
190
192
220
196
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Women mix young with old
By SCOTT TOLLEY
This season's women's basketball team is
hungry for a winning season. And with a combination of experienced veterans and talented
freshman, the Dukes might get their fill of success.
Head coach Shelia Moorman came to JMU last
year, bringing with her a tradition of winning and
The Dukes didn't beat too many teams last year,
high expectations for the Dukes. Yet due to
but they did have some close games with some
players' injuries and lack of recruiting, the Dukes
good teams. JMU stayed within five points against
finished with their third straight 6-18 record.
the University of Virginia and within six against
But Moorman is optimistic about the upcoming
East Carolina — both highly-regarded teams.
season. "I feel a whole lot better than I did a year
The Dukes also finished second among the eight
ago. The team feels better about themselves."
teams at the George Washington Invitational
Says assistant coach Andy Morrison,"We've ) Tournament.
*~^ "Although it was a disappointing year it didn't
show what we accomplished," Moorman said.
"We set the tone for the level of commitment and
intensity for the players in our program."
Both Moorman and Morrison said they feel
good about the opportunity to turn things around
this year.
With Moorman's first full year of recruiting
under her belt and the return of all five starters
from last year's squad, the 1982-83 squad could be
— Andy Morrison
the most talented JMU team ever.
Recruiting has been a big plus for the team this
year.
"The freshmen have so much athletic ability —
they are quicker and have better jumping ability,"
made a big step in one year's time. We've got the
Moorman said. "We will have some young people
foundation — now we need to build the house."
pushing for starting positions."
Morrison's goals for a winning season are not
With the mixture of talented freshman players
unrealistic. "We would like to have a winning
and
the nucleus of experienced players, the Dukes
season, even if it's just one game over .500. We're
will
be
a team of more depth.
not expecting to get 20 wins or go from 6-18 to 18-6
"This year we have two or three skilled people to
— although that would be nice."
play at each position instead of just one," MorA major reason for last year's 6-18 record was
rison said.
the lack of recruiting. "I came to Harrisonburg in
May and didn't have much of a chance to recruit,
so we had virtually no recruiting," Moorman said.
JMU was fortunate last year to recruit forward
Sue Flynn and pick up a transfer, point 8uard
Mary Gilligan.
But as the season progressed, injuries and personnel problems plagued the Dukes.
— Shelia Moorman
"Last year there were times we had only seven or
eight players on the team, and you're not going to
beat too many teams with just seven or eight
The key to a successful season for the Dukes will
players," Morrison said.
be finding the right combination of players, Moorman said. "Assuming we find that, we have to win
some games and develop a certain sense of confidence. Success breeds success."
Senior Mary Gilligan and freshman Flo Jackson
are battling for the starting spot at point guard this
season.
Gilligan, who transferred to JMU last year from
Tulane University, averaged 8.2 points and two rebounds per game last season.
Jackson, who scored 1,275 points as a four-year
starter for Wyandanch High School in New York,
was one of the top 50 recruits in the country last
year. Moorman describes Jackson as "the glossiest
recruit in the history of the program."
Freshman Rhonda Cooper also will play the
point guard position.
Junior Sue Manelski will take the position of the
other guard. Manelski, who averaged 15.4 points
per game last year, has been the Dukes' leading
scorer the past two seasons and is fourth on JMU's
career scoring list with 741 points.
Senior Betsy Blose will play behind Manelski.
At the strong forward spot, freshman Julie
Franken might start for the Dukes. Moorman said
that Franken, compared with the other freshman
players, has the most well-rounded and consistent
game.
Franken averaged 22.5 points and 12.4 rebounds
As a freshman, Georgia Deren was JMU s
per game in her senior year at Bishop Ready High
School in Columbus, Ohio.
fourth leading rebounder last season with a
But Franken will have to beat out sophomore
5.5 per game average. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Freshmen join
JMU veterans

'We've got the
foundation — now
we need to build the
house.'

The freshmen
have so much
athletic ability.'

Junior Michele James averaged 15.2 points
per game last year. (Photo by Hank Ebert)
Sue Flynn, who averaged 9.8 points per game and
started all 24 games last season for JMU.
At the other forward spot will be junior Michele
James. James averaged 15.2 points and 10 rebounds per game last year. She is eighth on JMU's
career rebounding list (412) and 10th on the Dukes'
career scoring list (604).
Sophomore Georgia Deren, fourth on the team
in rebounding last season, will also contend for
playing time at the forward slot.
At center will be fifth-year senior Deana
Meadows. Meadows was injured after only two
games last year.
Erin Mahony, a 6-foot-3 freshman, should provide depth behind Meadows at center.

1983-84 Roster
No. Name
3
12
13
14
21'
30
32
33
34
40
42
44
45

Mary Gilligan
Sue Manelski
Rhonda Cooper
Betsy Blose
Flo Jackson"
Susan Flynn
Erin Mahony
Julie Franken "
Betsy Witman
Michele James
Julie Hopkins
Georgia Deren
Deana Meadows

Yr.
Sr
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.

Pos .
G
G
G
G
G
F
C
F
F
F
F
F
C

Ht.
5-6
5-6
5-5
5-7
5-6
5-10
6-3
6-0
5-11
6-0
5-10
5-10
6-1
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Drive to win
Manelski combines
ability with desire
By EDWARD ROGERS
Sue Manelski has the desire thai drives
athletes to do the best they can — the
desire to win.
JMU's 5-foot-6 Manelski is entering her
third season as the Dukes' starting guard
— and her desire and talent already have
enabled her to become the school's fourth
all-time leading scorer.
In high school, her desire and athletic
ability helped Manelski lead the Padua
Academy team to two consecutive Delaware
state championships. She was named AllState her junior and senior years and Converse All-American her senior year.
But the winning tradition and winning feeling Manelski grew accustomed to in high
school quickly disappeared with two consecutive losing seasons here.
The first year was particularly disappointing to Manelski.
"I had pretty much decided to leave after

'I'm not a vocal
leader, a rah-rah
type.'
— Sue Manelski

my freshman year," she said. "It wasn't just
losing. I didn't feel I was developing as a
player and the program wasn't very good. 1
just wanted a way out."
But about halfway through the season,
Manelski heard that former JMU coach Betty Jaynes would be leaving at the end of the
season. "When I found out about changing
coaches. 1 decided to stay and give the new
coach a chance," Manelski said. "Now I'm
glad 1 did."
And second-year coach Shelia Moorman
also is glad Manelski stayed. Moorman
thinks enough of Manelski's talents and
leadership on and off the court to have named her co-captain this season.
Moorman said it is an honor for a junior to
be named captain because the position usually is given to seniors.
"She's extremely loyal and dedicated and
she sets fi. * examples both on and off the
court," Moorman said. "She has all the
qualities you like to see in a captain."
Manelski, too, thinks it is an honor to be
named co-captain as a junior. "To have
Coach Moorman's respect is really
something. I just hope I can maintain the
team's respect and represent them well."
Manelski said being a leader will not put
added pressure on her. "Throughout my
three years here, I've been one of the players
that's been really into it. It's not new," she
said.
"I like to be a leader. I'm not a vocal
leader, the rah-rah type. I'm a quiet leader, a
leader by example, i truly believe in that."
One of the ways Manelski plays her role as

a leader is to show her dedication by
working on her self-professed weak
area — defense.
"I don't have speed with my feet
or the natural quickness to play great
defense, so I have to work at it,"
Manelski said. "We do quickness
drills and the coaches make you
aware of it (playing defense) so I'm
consciously working on it during
practice."
Moorman said she is pleased with
Manelski's improvement.
"She wants to be a total player,"
Moorman said. "She knows the offensive end is her strength and she's
working on developing her
defense."
•
Sue Manelski. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)
Offense definitely is Manelski's
strength.
She led the team in scoring her
first two years averaging more that
15 points per game. Her 87.2 percent
free throw shooting set a JMU
record last season and ranked her
tall person's game — Manelski learned some
sixth in the nation in that category.
time ago how to be aggressive.
Moorman said despite being a 5-foot-6 guard, Manelski
"It came from street ball, always playing
has a power-oriented game. "She plays a strong, physical
against people that were bigger than I was,"
game and she likes to take the ball to the hoop," she said.
she said. "I played against guys who were a
Like anyone in her position — a small person playing a
lot bigger than me.
"I have an aggressive attitude, and I like to
make contact with people. Since I've always
faced people bigger than me, I've adapted."
Despite her offensive talents, and those of
teammate Michele James, the Dukes struggled last year. When 6-foot-1 center Deana
Meadows injured her foot early in the
season, JMU's inside scoring threat was lost
and the Dukes suffered through their third
straight 6-18 season.
The loss of Meadows put pressure on
Manelski and James, who was the second
leading scorer on the team.
"Michele and 1 were relied on to score and
it was hard because we didn't have much of
an inside game to open things up outside and
take the pressure off," Manelski said.
Moorman said with Meadows back in the
line-up and the addition of talented
freshmen, this season will be an enjoyable
one for Manelski.
"We'll have more talent to play with her
and we'll be able to spread the scoring and rebounding around," Moorman said.
"Developing a strong inside game will
open up more things than we had last year,"
Manelski said. "I'll be really relaxed about
having to score. It should even be a lot of
fun.
"1 feel more than ever that we have the
team and players to win 15 games or more. I
want to get that (winning) feeling back again.
After two seasons, Sue Manelski is already JMU's
It s been gone for too long. It's a constant
fourth all-time leading scorer. (Photo by Hank Ebert)
desire inside of me to win."

I

Forward Julie Franken will puah
for a starting position.

By PAUL BERGERON
Even with five starters returning
from last season's women's basketball team, this year's freshmen will
play a major role and give the Dukes
a new dimension — depth.
JMU coach Shelia Moorman
recruited a player for each position,
hoping to give the Dukes depth both
offensively and defensively.
"We will be running an up-tempo
transition game on offense," Moorman said. "Having fresh players
coming in will allow us to keep the
tempo up the whole game.
"These players have more talent
physically than any class I've seen
before," Moorman said. "By that I
mean their ability to shoot, jump
and their quickness. They all have
the potential to start this year.
"Right now we are trying a lot of
different combinations of players on
the court. We're looking for the
right blend of players."
Defense is where Moorman sees
the freshmen having the most difficulty.
"Most high schools run a zone
defense and these girls aren't sharp
enough at playing a man-to-man
defense. That is what most colleges
use."
Julie Franken. a 6-foot forward
from Colombus, Ohio and Flo
Jackson, a 5-foot-6 guard from
Wyandanch, N.Y., have been the
most impressive defensively so far,

Moorman said.
Franken, an All-State player last
yea*, came to JMU with polished
defensive skills.
"I was well-prepared for man-toman defense in high school," she
said. "The biggest difference I've
found here is that you are able to get
away with so much more contact inside."
Jackson, a Parade All-American,
always has enjoyed playing defense.
"I love to play defense, it comes very
naturally to me," she said. "I played
a lot of man-to-man defense on AllStar teams the past year.
"My offensive skills are what I'm
working on most right now. I have a
lot to learn about the JMU offense."
Rhonda Cooper, a 5-foot-5 guard
from Newport News, was a threeyear starter at Denbigh High School.
She established herself as a
playmaker by handing out 186
assists as a senior.
"She sees the whole court very
well and she plays a lot bigger than
her size," Moorman said of Cooper.
With last year's foot injury to
center Deana Meadows, size was a
problem for JMU, but the addition
of 6-foot-3 Erin Mahony of Burlington, Vt., will help Meadows inside.
"We can't expect Deana to play
the whole game," Moorman said.
"Erin will be used when we need to
give Deana a rest. We had a relatively small team last year with only one
player over 6 feet."
The most versatile of the freshmen
is Betsy Witman , a 5-foot-ll forward from Hanover, Pa. Witman ,
who played center in high school,
has the potential to develop at both
the small forward and big guard
positions, Moorman said.
"I have to practice playing

Erin Mahony, a 6-foot-3 center,
will play behind Deana
Meadows.
without my back to the basket,"
Witman said. "It's taking a while,
but it's becoming easier."
Moorman has been most pleased
with Witman's inside play.
"Despite her size, she's a strong
inside player. She has great jumping
ability," Moorman said.
Julie Hopkins, a 5-foot-10 forward from Purcellville, Va., is the
sixth freshman. She made the team
as a walk-on.
Hopkins, who averaged 14 points
and 10 rebounds her senior year in
high school, realizes she has a long
way to go to be ready to play college
basketball.
"I have a lot of catching up to do
right now," Hopkins said. "This
year I'm just trying to learn the
system here. I hope to contribute a
lot next year."

Photos by
Greg
Fletcher
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Dukes come up short to end long year
By John Castaldi
assistant sports editor

There was good and bad news
stemming from the JMU-Towson
State University football game
Saturday. The bad news was that
JMU lost 10-3 to give the Dukes
their seventh straight loss. The good
news was that the season is over.
Above the competitive cheering of
the annual "Spirit Day" crowd, a
huge sigh of relief could be heard.
"I hate to see the seniors leave,"
Challace McMillin said. "In terms
of frustration, yea it's good to end it
and get started on the next year."
Saturday's loss resembled the
other seven losses in that the Dukes
turned the ball over three times in
Towson State territory.
Despite the turnovers and the continued lack of offensive punch, the
Dukes played their best game since
their 24-21 loss to William and Mary
five weeks ago.
Led by 17 tackles by linebacker
Charles Haley, the JMU defense
contained the high-scoring Tiger offense for most of the game. Haley
ended the season in on 143 tackles —
tops on JMU.
Towson scored a touchdown,
driving 77 yards after the opening
kickoff, and the Tigers added a field
goal after Mark Kauffman returned
a punt 23 yards to the JMU 18-yard
line.
However, in the second half, the
Dukes only allowed the Tigers to
gain 113 yards.
JMU safety Pete Smith, whose 11
tackles Saturday made him the teams
number two tackier with 128, said,
"Overall defensively, we had a great

game.
For the second week in a row, the
Dukes' defensive line tormented the
opposing quarterback. JMU sacked
Tiger quarterback Bret Rogers six
times giving the Dukes 13 sacks in
the last two games.
But everything filtered back to the
JMU turnovers. The JMU quarterbacks set a season record with 23 interceptions and the team's 40 turnovers is also a season record.
The only time that a JMU drive
ended in success was when Mickey
Stinnett kicked a 41-yard field goal
that could have been good from 50
yards.
Stinnett has been one of the Dukes
bright spots this season. His 70 punts
on the year set a new JMU record.
And his average of 40.8 yards per
kick falls just short of Greg
Caldwell's 1982 of 40.9.
Saturday, Stinnett punted nine
times for an average of 42.6 yards.
Stinnett's field goal was the first
points the Dukes' offense had scored
in 10 quarters. Facing a defense that
had begrudged only 61 points in 10
games, the JMU offense was slow
getting started, not earning a first
down in the game's first 20 minutes.
The offense did put together three
fourth quarter threats. The first
started on the JMU eight-yard line.
On six running plays and a 16-yard
to Gary Clark, the Dukes moved to
the Tigers 39-yard line. But Jeff
Kihn intercepted a Bowles pass at the
37 and returned it 25 yards to the
JMU 38.
The next time the Dukes got the
ball, Bowles threw 45 yards to Clark
See DUKES, page 18►

Greg Dyer (52) and Brian Fink see the results of one of the Dukes' six
quarterback sacks (Photo by Greg Fletcher)

1983: A bitter pill
for JMU to swallow
By Steve Lockard
sports editor

It was a disappointing way to end a disappointing season.
Entering their final game against Towson State,
the JMU Dukes were hoping to find something
that had eluded them for a long time — a victory.
But the 10-3 loss to the Tigers — the nation's
fourth-ranked Division II team — left the Dukes
still searching as they dropped their seventh
straight game and finish the year 3-8, the exact opposite of last season's 8-3 finish.
But there were opportunities Saturday. Three
times in the final five minutes JMU had the ball inside the Towson 40-yard line, but each time the
DukeS fell victim to two familiar enemies — turnovers and time.
The first two drives were cut short by interceptions, and the final chance was stopped only by the
clock. The game ended with Gary Clark lying 11
yards away from the Towson endzone as time ran
Gary Ciark dives back for a ioose ball in JMU's 10-3 loss Saturday. (Photo by Greg Ftetcher)

*J

See 1983, page 18*-
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1983
►•(Continued from page 17)

out.

That final play is symbolic of the struggles of the
Dukes's season. It was a season that began with
national rankings and talk of playoffs, but ended
with turnovers, injuries and a record losing streak.
"Frustrating" is the word Challace McMillin
selected to sum of the season — his 12th as JMU
head coach. Even McMillin, who has remained so
poised and positive during all the adversity, had to
admit that he was glad that it was all over.
"As far as where we are now — in terms of
frustration, yea it's good to see it end," said
McMillin, his face showing strain of losing.
And McMillin should be glad it's over, mainly
because it wasn't a very enjoyable season for him
or his team.

Dukes
►■(Continued Irom page 17)

down the sidelines to give JMU a
first down on the Towson 26.
However, this time Gary Rubeling
picked off a Bowles pass at the threeyard line.
On the final drive of the game, the
Dukes moved to the Towson 11-yard
line, but time ran out after Clark was
caught from behind trying to get out
of bounds with a Bowles pass.
"It was a big Icdown," JMU
tight end Ben Edwards said. "We
started the season off with a boom,
next thing you" know it starts declining to an end."
As McMillin said, one positive
note for the season is that because of
the large number of injuries, there
will be a bevy of experienced players
returning for next season.
The Dukes lose four seasonopening starters from the offense,
and only two from the defense.
"I'm looking forward to next
year," Smith said. "I'm expecting
good things. I think everyone's looking forward to it."
Team

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Final

TSU

7

3

0

0

10

JMU

0

0

3

0

3

FIRST QUARTER
TSU — O'Neal 12 yard pass from Rogers (Nolan kick)
SECONO QUARTER
TSU — Nolan 31 yard field goal
THIRD QUARTER
JMU — Stinnett 41 yard lield goal
FOURTH QUARTER
No scoring
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rumhlng
JMU - Coe 13 carries 49 yards Griffin 5 28 TSU — Kir
chol- 2481 ONeal 13-42
Passing
JMU - Bowles 10-23 186-0 3 (Completions attemptsyards touchdowns -interceptions). Miller 0-3-0-0-0 TSU
— Rogers 1826 255 1-1
Receiving
JMU - Clark 5 104 Job 2-40 TSU - O'Neal 7-90. Mur
pny 5 72 Lewns 4-65
Punting
JMU — Stinnett 9 punts-42 6 average TSU — Nolan

7375
Tackles
JMU - Haley 17. Ziolkowski 12. Smith 11. Setser 9.
Wisniewski 9 Jones 9 TSU — Argent 9. Poist 9. Ham
mond 8. Kaullman 8,

Too many times McMillin had to face a postgame press conference where reporters didn't
know what to ask and McMillin didn't know what
to say. There just wasn't much to say.
How do you explain why your entire starting offensive backfield was lost to injuries or why your
team had five turnovers.
What made all this so difficult to accept was that
this was going to be "the year." With the success
of last season behind them and with all the returning talent, there was no reason to believe that the
Dukes weren't going to make a serious charge at
the Division I-AA playoffs.
But then came the injuries. Even before the start
of the season, the Dukes had lost their best defensive lineman Terry Tierney to a career-ending knee
injury. In the first game of the year, JMU lost its
best running back. In the second game, its quarterback.
But there is no real sense to dwell on all of the

negative aspects, for despite the obvious disappointments, there were some bright spots.
The performance of the young players who
weren't even supposed to play much this season
give the Dukes good hope for the future.
That point, combined with the fact that players
like Jon Roddy, Warren Marshall, Neil Mohler
and Marshall Barnes — all lost for the season —
will all return next year give McMillin something to
look forward to.
The real disappointment is for the seniors who
had to finish their JMU careers with a seven-game
losing streak. Players such as Tom Bowles, Gary
Clark, John Blackwell, Bill Lindner, Brian Coe,
Mike Arrington and Ron Ziolkowski don't have
next season to look to.
And in spite of all the things they have accomplished here (and there has been a lot) Saturday's loss was still a disappointing way to end a
disappointing season.
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Have an
idea?
r

If you know of
a feature story
that you think
has a place in
The Breeze, call
Charles Taylor,
features editor,
or Constance
Walker, assistant features
editor, at 6127.

PREGNANT?

WASHINGTON D.C. AREA STUDENTS
WHILE ON THANKSGIVING BREAK
VISIT US
4926 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.

966-5832

Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

ftftfttii*tiiktititititiftfttiti&ti
Experience Air Force Nursing.
Experience — the opportunity
for advanced education, specialization and flight nursing.
Experience- the opportunity
to develop management and leadership skills as an Air Force officer.
Experience-excellent starting pay,
complete medical and dental care and 30 days of vacation with pay each year
Plus, many other benefits unique to the Air Force life style
Experience - being part of a highly professional health-care team
Find out what your experience can be.
Send in the card or contact your local Air Force Nurse Recruiter

Air Force

A great way to practice nursing.
CONTACT SERGEANT LU CHARETTE AT 971-W92
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FAST
FREE
DELIVERY
IN
30 MINUTES
OR
LESS...

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

...OR
STOP
BY AND
YOUR PIZZA
WILL BE
READY IN
10 MINUTES

All coupons from

FOUR STAR PIZZA
will be accepted until

January 31, 1984

*¥*¥

433-3776
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
Pizzas Include Our Special Blend Of Sauce And Cheese
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What's New, Linda Ronstadt

• ••*
As if there was any doubt, Linda Ronstadt
reaffirms her claim to being the most versatile
vocal talent of our generation.
On "What's New," she sings nine classics
that conjure images of chandeliers, evening
gowns and tuxedoes. Now 37, and by her own
admission "tired of beating out rock songs,"
Ronstadt proves she's not content to rest on her
many precious metal albums or her Tony
nomination for "Pirates of Penzance," (Broadway's attempt to make amends for calling her a

Ttash It Up!,
Southside Johnny and the Jukes

• ••
Good time rock'n'roll is what Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes are all about and they deal

fluke when she signed to do the show).
Ronstadt's long career has encompassed
every form of popular music from country to
pop to rock — and with the possible exception
of her "new wave" experiment, "Mad Love,"
she conquered each and made them her own.
A string of hits that reaches back to her days
as the fat little girl singing "Different Drum"
for the Stone Poneys, "Heat Wave," "Blue
Bayou" and a plethora of others, makes me
think that when she was born in Tucson,
Ariz.
in 1946, God stopped everything and
said, "All right, let's make one perfect!"
"What's New" is the culmination of all her
talents as a Ronstadt, dedicating this album to
her father. She glides into the glorious past and
exposes us to what's old, but oh so gold. With
the able assistance of the Nelson Riddle Orchestra and a virtual who's who of "big band"
greats like Ray Brown and Plas Johnson, the
lady sings with all the feeling her little heart can
muster.
Masters like Irving Berlin and George and Ira
Gershwin are resting comfortably on the Great
Bandstand in the sky because standards like
"What'll I Do," "I've Got a Crush on You"
and "Someone To Watch Over Me" have never
sounded so sweet. When she croons, "I haven't
changed, I still love you so," you'll melt right
off your chair.
Take my word for it boys and girls — if
you're special someone can't resist Linda
Ronstadt's What's New, they'd kick a baby seal
and curse Valentine's Day.
aces on "Trash it Up!" Johnny Lyon's uncultured
voice is as raunchy as ever and lead guitarist Billy
Rush's writing is proof that white boys have soul
too.
Lyon has often suffered because of comparisons
to Bruce Springsteen since they both emerged from
the New Jersey bar scene at about the same time.
But any reference to the "Boss" should be kept
purely geographical. Springsteen sings about the
trials, tribulations, and sometimes even the joys of
the working man, but there is always a hint of
melancholy in the words, and the music has a cutting edge. Lyon and Bush, on the other hand, are
dedicated to revelling in "white funk" and just
plain kickin' out the jam!
"Trash it Up!" is a little heavier on the horns
and (although I hate to say it), has an almost
"disco" beat, but I suspect that "The Beast
Within," "My Baby's Touch" and the highly suggestive title cut may fit right in at local frat parties
and beer blasts.
Of the nine selections, the funkiest are "Trash it
Up!", "My Baby's Touch" and "The Beast
Within". All the tunes here are toe tappers and
sure to get even the most devoted wallflower out
on the dance floor. And if you take the time to
notice the lyrics, ("she looks so sweet, good
enough to eat") you'll probably get a major-league
hormone rush.

By Duck Carter

Flick of the Switch, AC/DC

•
Now don't get me wrong, I have nothing against
loud music. I've left many a concert with my cars
humming and swore I'd never been so happy, but
let's get real; The Bay City Rollers on acid is not
my idea of music. Is it my imagination or is every
song on this album the same cacaphonious assault
on our sensibilities under different titles?
Sure, Angus Young and Bon Scott were a heavy
metal novelty in the late 70s with Young dressed in
schoolboy knickers, wielding an "axe" with the
gentility of Lizzie Borden. Sure Scott was tattoed
and growling. But by 1980, Scott had met his
demise under mysterious circumstances and the
amusement value of the guitar-playing munchkin
had worn off.
To be fair, before Scott's death, the band
K. ? ?retty fair album ^'ed "Highway to
Hell and after Brian Johnson replaced Scott, they
had a three-million seller, "Back in Black," but
screw being fair. Teeny boppers eventually learn to
protect their hearing and just because it sold
doesn t mean it was that good'
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Buy, beg, borrow or steal
Better than most
Beats studying
Soon to be in bargain bin

See LP FOCUS
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LP Focus
(Continued from page 8)

Reach the Beach ilu-MW

Reach the Beach, The Fixx

• ••

This is an intriguing album from one of this
year's most promising groups. Comparisons can
be made, just for the sake of argument, with a couple of other new pop acts, Culture Club and A
Flock of Seagulls. The Club features Boy George,
a silken-voiced performer whose unabashed androgeny has garnered as much attention as his insightful writing and delightfully appealing vocals,
while Flock of Nimrods, excuse me, Seagulls' front
man is ex-hairdresser Mike Score who, as a singer,
is just another ex-hairdresser.
All of this brings us back to The Fixx and
"Reach the Beach," which is a pretty fair album.
It's spawned two hits, "Saved By Zero" and "One
Thing Leads to Another." Unlike the aforementioned bands, The Fixx has the position of being a
fairly unassuming group of musicians led by singer
Cy Cumin and showcasing songs with thought provoking lyrics and tight instrumental backing.
Although not every cut is a winner, the two
singles are plenty catchy and Cumin's vocals carry
the lyrics pretty well. Also worth attention are
"Line," which has received limited air-play and
the title track, which draws the simile that love
might be drifting in the tide hoping to "reach the
beach."
Just as Boy George theorized that it's not
enough to rely on a gimmick and no talent, one
solid album is not enough to ensure a career, but
the Fixx has shown a great deal of potential with
"Reach the Beach" and hopefully the group's
combined writing efforts will fulfill that potential.

M/d Heart, Stevte Nicks

• ••
This, the Arizona songbird's follow up to the
multi-platinum "Bella Donna," is another trip to
never-never land on the wings of the "white wing-

ed dove." With references to "excalibur,"
"nightbirds" and far away voices it sometimes
seems that Nicks is trying to put Grimm's Fairy
Tales to music.
To the uneducated listener, Nick's lyrics might
resemble a disconcerted effort to recall last night's
dreams, but to the devoted fan the haunting quality of tracks like "Beauty and the Beast" and
"Nightbird" offer a longing look through the window of a brilliant artist's soul.
The single, "Stand Back" has done well with the
support of a fine video and opens side two on a
strong note. Other highlights include "Wild
Heart," "I Will Run to You," which reunites her
with Tom Petty.and "Enchanted," an upbeat pop
tune which sounds an awful lot like Warren Zevon.
With guest appearances by Don Felder (Eagles),
Roy Bittan (E Street Band) and Mick Fleetwood,
the music behind the vocals is crisp and lean and
more than accentuates the moods created by
Nick's flights of fantasy. The drum, bass and
guitar lines are performed by a variety of California's top studio musicians and buttress the words
without being overpowering and the keyboards
produce a wall of sound which is particularly effective on "If Anyone Falls."
Although at times, "Wild Heart" can be
frustrating because of the dreaminess of the lyrics,
this is a more-than-acceptable follow up, but if
Nicks loses you in the mist, her answer is simple,
"Don't blame it on me, blame it on my wild
heart."
JACK'JOl I ■■■ lOWl l:
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Lawyers in Love, Jackson Browne

•*

When Jackson Browne was establishing himself
as a pioneer of the "Los Angeles" sound, he was a
singer/songwriter without equal and arguably the
most talented artist of that genre. Browne excelled
by writing with a maturity and clarity of image far
beyond his years and enough commercial appeal to
sell a lot of records.
Now, as he approaches his mid-30s, Browne has
released an album that has left many listeners saying, "Hey Jack, what's the deal?"
It's hard to say where "Lawyers in Love" succeeds or fails because it's such a drastic departure
from Browne's previous releases.
It seems he's become caught in the "techno
pop" craze and has decided to sing the darker side
of life with heavy synthesizers and electric guitar.
Much of this album is downright depressing with
songs like "Downtown" bemoaning city life and
"Say It Isn't True" and "Knock on any Door" being as dull as rock 'n roll gets. As for the title
track, I'll give five dollars to anybody who can explain that song and why it's a hit.
Of the eight selections here, only "For A
Rocker" is the least bit up beat and it's message is
simple, "Let's Party! Screw everybody else."
"Lawyers in Love" is an interesting piece of
vinyl if only because Jackson Browne has such a
great reputation, you can't help but think that
there must be something worthwhile here.

A Closer
Look:
Christmas?
By Charles Taylor
features editor

.

I was dealing with it better before Thursday.
That's when I was in J.C. Penney's looking
through the greeting cards. Suddenly, voices singing "O! Come All Ye Faithful" burst through the
speakers above. I looked around — garlands of
tinsel, red and green everywhere.
I checked my watch calendar. Had I missed
something? Nope, still the middle of November.
I wanted to shout, "So where did Christmas
suddenly come from?" Instead, I just complained
to a friend.
She was annoyed with my attitude. "Most people start their Christmas shopping in October or
November," she scolded. "Why not get them in
the spirit?"
Exactly. The spirit of buying.
All around Valley Mall, Christmas was being exploited to its fullest. "We're ringing in the
season," rang banners o'erhead. Employees in
every store wore buttons saying the same. Wreaths
and tinsel and decorated trees were splattered all
over. Christmas tunes decked the mall with boughs
of volume.
Now don't get me wrong. I love Christmas too.
But this is like peanut butter and jelly sandwiches
every day for lunch. After a while, despite your
love for peanut butter and jelly, they just wear out.
In this case, by mid-December, so will Christmas
in the market place.
Tammy Morello, market director for Valley
Mall, disagreed. "I think people will really get into
the holiday spirit. From the beginning of
November, a lot of people are doing their
Christmas shopping."
Morello said the idea for early decorations is
"just to give a festive atmosphere to the mall, to
make it enjoyable to shop."
I agree with her there. The mall does feel
Christmassy. There's that once-a-year excitement
in the air. It's fun to be there and it's nice to look
at.
But for a month and a half?
Valley Mall is of course not alone. Similar action
is present all over: Drug Fair has its full selection
of Christmas trees and accessories on display.
Hardee's is offering precious stuffed animals, the
perfect idea for Christmas gift giving. Huge plastic
wreaths hug the poles of downtown Harrisonburg
on S. Main St.
And on our previously untouchedcampus, in the
Greene Hillside trailer, two girls have already put
petite Christmas lights around their window.
Why?
"We figure since we go home so early, we've got
to put the lights up earlier," said Margie Goode,
one of the room's inhabitants. "We were the first
on campus. We're gonna make it a tradition."
I say there's a better way. Why not start the
big Christmas sales in January? Satisfy all thoSe
gift-giving needs while the spirit is still familiar.
You'll have the money to spend from cash gifts
received.
Then when next December arrives, you can pick
up those last minute presents — and relax. No
frantic shopping sprees, no commercialized whammo of processed, profiteering "spirit," no race to
see who can get what up first.
In other words, enjoy what the season is supposed to involve — the sharing of time, fellowship and
love. Nice and easy, in its due time.
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Viewpoint
Conflict
JMU image tainted
The question of whether basketball coach Lou
Campanelli's association with Nike Corporation
violates state conflict-of-interest laws has yet to be
answered.
We wish the matter would be resolved. As long
as there is a question of legality, JMU's image is
tainted.
Campanelli is one of six state university basketball coaches whose teams have received free shoes
from various manufacturers. The possible conflict
involves Nike paying Campanelli to evaluate the
free shoes. The practice was questioned last spring
by a Virginia House of Delegates member.
It is not uncommon for professors to act as consultants and make extra money. Why shouldn't
Campanelli be allowed to act as a consultant as
long as it doesn't interfere with his duties as a
coach? Why shouldn't he be allowed to make extra
money?
The team benefits from the association with
Nike as well. They receive added publicity through
the clinics Campanelli gives for Nike in addition to
getting free shoes.
We see nothing wrong with Campanelli's
association with Nike, but we'd like to see the attorney general decide the matter once and for all.

The above editorial was written by Cay Fultz,
The Breeze's assistant editorial editor. It Is the opinion of Fultz, Editor Ian Katz, Managing Editor
Daniel Flnnegan and Editorial Editor Ross
Richardson.
Opinions In Viewpoint and Readers' Forum are
not necessarily those of the students, faculty or
staff of JMU.

RRU: Future school of higher learning
With the 1984 Presidential election less than a
year away and education looking like a major campaign issue, I thought it would be enlightening to
visit a hypothetical, future school of higher learning.
Ron Reagan University was the ideal choice.
My first stop at RRU was the student loan
department. I figured if future generations of
Plummers attend RRU, they might require some
financial assistance.
Imagine my shock when I found no aid available.
The student loan office was boarded up and pinned to the door was a note - "See ROTC Department."
My curiousity was more than stirred.
I proceeded across campus toward the ROIC
Department, the largest bulding on campus which
looked as though it had recently received several
new additions. In fact, judging from the appearance of other structures surrounding it, it
seemed as if they had been gutted and their sections added to the ROTC department.
It was a most peculiar sight.
Even stranger was the sight which awaited me inside. The cadets sat in a big circle around their instructor who pointed to areas on the globe, causing
them to stand up, wave big sticks in the air ana
shout "Bully! Bully! Bully!"

The
Spotlight
By
PAT PLUMMER
I beat a hasty retreat.
My next stop was the special education department. Again, it was nowhere to be found. There I
found a note like the one pinned on the door of the
Financial Aid Office — "See ROTC department."
Things were beginning to look funny.
I noticed there didn't seem to be many
minorities attending RRU. I inquired at the information desk why this was so.
The man there assured me I was mistaken. "We
offer admittance to RRU without regard to race,
religion, or sex," he told me. "In fact, R.R. has
assured all schools the right to do so by offering
tuition tax breaks to schools practicing segregation."

I left the room bewildered. Had I
misunderstood? Are the priorities and logic used at
RRU different than those normally used in society?
As I headed to my car, I met a clergyman.
"I am part of RRU's MX clergyman program,"
he told me. "Because we have prayer in school
here at RRU and to prevent bias towards any
religion, a different denominational prayer is given
by a different clergyman each day. We want to
keep things fair."
I left him and hopped in my car to ponder about
what I had just learned about RRU.
What do you make of a school giving no student
aid but taking money from educational and social
programs to finance military programs?
What do you think of a school preaching racial
integration but receiving tuition tax breaks for
practicing segregation?
How do you justify the practice of allowing
prayer in school while maintaining the constitutional seperation of church and state?
Something seemed wrong at RRU, but I
couldn't quite put my finger on what it was.
It was a long ride home.
Pat Plummer is junior majoring in political science
and communication arts.
"V.
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Downtown murder case
goes to grand jury

Israeli planes strafe
Syrian-held mountains
BEIRUT, Lebanon — Swarms of Israeli
fighter-jets rocketed and strafed positions in
the Syrian-held mountains east of Beirut in a
retaliatory raid Sunday.
State radio said as many as 18 warplanes
struck a half-dozen villages in the 45-minute
attack — the third Israeli retaliatory strike this
month against targets in Syrian-held parts of
Lebanon.
The Israeli military command in Tel Aviv
acknowledged ground gunners shot down one
of its planes. It denied Syrian claims that two
planes were downed.
The command said the air strikes "came in
response to a long series of attacks and attempted attacks" against Israeli forces in
southern Lebanon.

HARRISONBURG — A Rockingham
General District Court judge has certified
to a grand jury the capital murder case of
Ricky Allen Lilly, charged in the Oct. 21
shooting deaths of two Cuban immigrants.
Judge John A. Paul's order Tuesday
came despite arguments by Lilly's attorney
that his client acted in self-defense.
Lilly, 21, was arrested Oct. 23, two days
after Raul Ibarra Santos and Juan Hernandez Salgado were found dead outside
the Campbell Hotel.
At a preliminary hearing, Sandra
Stewart of Rockingham County testified
that she and Lilly went to the hotel to see a
friend of Lilly's on the night of the
shootings. She said a fight broke out outside the hotel, and she handed Lilly a
.25-caliber revolver from her pocket.
Stewart said Santos and Salgado, who
had a large knife in his hand, approached
the pair, and Lilly fired a shot in the air "to
scare them. They just came at him. They
practically had him in a corner."
Stewart said Lilly fired two shots at the
Cubans.

There was no official word on casualties,
but a statement from the Syrian-backed Druse
militia said Israeli bombs killed at least two
civilians and wounded eight in the Drusecontrolled town of So far.
In northern Lebanon, Syrian-supported
mutineers of the Palestine Liberation
Organization shelled the followers of PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat for the 17th day, hitting targets in Tripoli.
The loyalists returned fire, and Arafat said
the rebels "will not be able to destroy me."
In Damascus, Syria, U.S. special Middle
East envoy Donald Rumsfeld arrived for talks
with Syrian officials on attempts to get
foreign forces out of Lebanon.
— Associated Press

nation
Inept counterfeiter sentenced
BATON ROUGE, La. — A man
described by a federal judge as "the most
inept counterfeiter I ever heard of" was
sentenced to five years' probation for cutting the corners off $20 bills and pasting
them on a SI bill.
U.S. District Judge John Parker said he
saw no sense in mutilating a genuine $20
bill to make a bogus one.
Parker sentenced James Sanders Friday
after noting that the defendent had a drinking and drug problem that probably contributed to the counterfeiting charge.
Sanders also h^ad seven previous burglary
arrests.
Defense lawyer Richard Randolph told
the judge that Sanders is not criminally inclined, but instead has a "weekend frolic
temperament."

Rebel aid set,
nerve gas out
WASHINGTON — Congressional negotiators finished
work Thursday on a $250
billion defense bill which provides the CIA with $24 million
to finance rebels who are battling Nicaragua's leftist
government.
But the negotiators deleted
$124.4 million that the Senate
had approved to resume production of nerve gas weapons
after a 14-year ban.
The Senate, meanwhile, approved an $8.5 billion increase
for the International
Monetary Fund, rejecting
arguments that the money was

a "bailout" for big banks.
The vote was 67-30.
Also Thursday, House and
Senate negotiators worked
toward a compromise on extending federal borrowing
authority.

were broken lay in the
wreckage. Jet fuel leaked
from the tanker for two hours
before other rail workers
discovered the crash.
It was the second fatal train
wreck in Texas in eight days.

Train wreck
kills four

Reagan to meet
with president
of Cyprus

BAYTOWN, Texas — An
engine hauling tankers in a
rail yard smashed into parked
freight cars Saturday, killing
four men as a tanker carrying
jet fuel slammed into the
engine from behind.
The dead men and a fifth
trainman whose legs and arms

LUIGI'S PIZZERIA

The Department of Music of
James Madison University
School of Fine Arts and Communication
presents the

Symphony
Orchestra
in concert

November 22, 1983—8 p.m,
Wilson Hall
Free and open to the public.

WASHINGTON — President Reagan will meet today
with the president of Cyprus
to review the crisis on that
Mediterranean island involving the Turkish community's
declaration of independence.
— Associated Press

Proudly Presents
ALL THE PIZZA YQU CAN EAT

only $3.50

'

MON - THURS 5S p.m.
Both Locations
9* Cheese Pizza $1.50
Each Extra Topping 50c
Mon. - Frl. 11 a.m. • 2 p.m.
Both Locations
Happy Hour
Luigl's # 1

Luigl's * 2

Mon. ■ Frl. 5-8 p.m.
433-T101

Mon. - Thurs. 5-8 p.m.
433-0077

Valuable merchant coupons enclosed
Dear Shopper,
Welcome to the first issue of Direct Mail
Assoc. "Valley Shopper." DMA is a local
company dedicated to the advertising needs of
local merchants. Our participating merchants
invite you to save money by using their valuable
coupons.
Expect to see more of the coupon shopper.
There will be many more to follow.
Remember — everyone is eligible to win the
Seven Day Luxurious Vacation. Just drop the
coupon with your name and address at our
merchants' stores.
Happy Christmas Savings!

FREE VACATION
GIVEAWAY

DMA

1. Support the Valley Shopper's participating merchants by visiting their
store. Save dollars by using their valuable coupons.
2. While you're at the store, put your name and address on the coupon and
leave with the merchant. No purchase necessary to win.
3. DMA will draw the lucky winner on January 15, 1984.

'Lodging only. Selected by Timeshare Resales
International.

in <East<Hfawor Avenue,.
c
HarrisonBura,Va.. 21301

VALLEY
MALL

(703) 4JJ-<?st7

Quality Imported and Domestic
Yarns, Patterns and Accessories
for
Knitters of all skill levels

433-1811

SPECIALIZING
IN LAND and FARMS

Classes and personal
instruction available.

We have many clients interested
in large tracts of land.

15% OFF with this ad

Lloyd Cash, Broker

The perfect Christmas gift for
the knitter you love is a
Gift Certificate from
The Knitting Basket
Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10-4
Sat. 10-2

Shtn-Valk\\
Kealt> A
Inc.

To be eligible to win a 7-day
vacation in Florida, deposit this ad
at Shen-Valley Realty with
your name and address.

Expires 12/23/83
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ClYes. I would like to receive my free road
atlas, plus (acts and figures on State Farm:

FJLHt Inauranoa
Mom* Insurance
My home insurance expires
d Renter* Protection

Haaltfi Inaurartca
Auto Insurance
My auto insurance expires
.
[ JCar financing through a cooperating
bank
Name
^__^__
Address
Oly

»

VIDEO BILL
890 Cantrell Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA
433-9310
NOW OFFERS SATELLITE TV
SYSTEMS FROM $1495.00 AND
UP

Phone

HmOilkM:
" 7**11 I

\-r^\ ^?MZ3

WILLIAM J. STEIN

State Farm Insurance
P.O. Box 467, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone 434-2258
17 E. Weaver St.

$1.00 OFF PURCHASE OF
ANY DISNEY VIDEO'S *
HFAI11^ VIDEO MEMBERSHIP
$10.00 OFF *

•OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH COUPON

>

LOCAL MERCHANTS
Don't miss the next issue.
Get the most advertising for your money
DMA's Valley Shopper reaches all
Harrisonburg and Rockingham Residents
. plus 9000 JMU students.
Check our rates!
CALL DMA 434-6860
I. <_ I A A
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Fri-Sat
11-10

Mon-Thurs
11-9

%

BOB-AREA'S
305 North Main Street
Bridgewater, VA
88 Carlton St.

Specializing
in
Pizza, Subs,
Salads

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Hours
Monday — Closed
Tue.-Fri. Lunch—11am-1pm
Evenings 4-11pm
Sat. — 11am-11pm
Sun. — 1-11pm

VA 433-1531

SAVE $1.19
Two Original Fish
Chip Dinners
For
Only

«

&

$3.49
EXPIRES

NOT VALID WITH ANY
COUPONS O* WtCiAlS
COurOW »f« 0«D«B

1/15/84

HOUSE
CALLS

Eat In or Carry Out
Delivery Available
in Bridgewater
828-3433 or 828-2626

X

Harrisonburg,

Rt. 33 East
at the entrance to
Massanutten Village

featuring
Decorating ideas
for your entire home.

v

Linens,
Bath Shop Center,
Unusual Gifts.

HOUSE CALLS
a new shop
tasteful and affordable

Hours
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Fri. 10-8

Phone
289-9784

7

1.50 OFF

Your Choice
SHRIMP BOAT

(15

Battered

Shrimp

&

Chips)

FAMILY BOAT
NOT V»UD WITH All
COUPONS OR SPECIALS
COWO- '!» 0»0€«

OINfR
OHt

(6

Pieces

Fish

&

BOB-A-REA'S
Dr. Pepper - Mt. Dew
Gigantic Giveaway

Chips)

CHICKEN BOAT
(6

EXPIRES

Pieces

of

Chicken

&

Chips!

1/15/84

FREE
6 Pk. Soft Drink or
2 Pitchers with Purchase
of

Mon-Thurs
119

Large Pizza
Coupon Expires 12/24/83

88

Carlton St.

Harrisonburg,

VA

433-1531

HOUSE
CALLS
Grand Opening
Special
just in time for
Christmas
20% OFF
all regularly
priced merchandise
with coupon.

4 FREE
Large Drinks or
1 Pitcher with Purchase of
Medium Pizza
Coupon Expires 12/24/83

2 FREE
Large Soft Drinks
with Purchase of
Small Pizza
Coupon Expires 12/24/83

fiuyPONI

off all frames
in stock
Coupon Expires 12/24/83

Across From Valley Mall
Donut Deals good
only with coupons.

ROUTE 33 EAST
434-6404

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

c

H ome KJ omputer
rxAYi HCJ ii

a microcomputer for

home or business use at a home computer price.
2 disk drives-double density
•large 9 " monitor
Big keyboard with numeric pad
64K RAM
Z-80 micro processor
"modem & printer interface
*$1595.00

KAYPRO n
the best value
Home Computers" with less, cost more.

EARLY'SbYCLE CENTER

Why spend a few hundred here and a couple
hundred there and in the end only have a
home computer.

Route 8, Box 2
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Buy a Kaypro for a home computer and get
| the capabilities of a business machine.

When you buy or layaway any new
50 to 400 CC Yamaha Street Legal Motorcycle,
get a free driver training course.*
$60.00 value
Good thru Feb. 15, 1984
Must be 16 years old

YAMAHA
•Motorcyle Safety Foundation

course

v

Purchase now and get basic, selected games
and business software free.

vauev
MiCROCOMPUTCRS
288 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(703) 434-7566

r

Oonut /Ian
Buy One Half Dozen Donuts

Wth Coupon

At Reg. Price
Get A Half Dozen
Donutt

Umif One Dozen

FREE
r

T

Qonut /Ian

I

50* OFF

I
I

(Reg. Wee)

Of Any Dozen Donuts
With Coupon

i—^^r—jQonut /Ian
3 DOZEN
ONLY $1.59
plus tax (while they last)
3 Ooz. Mouth Watering
Satisfying

DONUT HOLES
for only $1.59 plus tax.
With Coupon
Limit 3 doz. par customer

Limit 2 Dozen

Qonut /Ian
SOFT-SERVE ICECREAM
SPECIAL
Euy Any Ice Cream Get Second One Of
Equal Value

FREE
Wth Coupon

COUPON
CROWN DEVELOPMENT
Rt. 2 Box 265
Dayton, VA 22821
879-9521 or 879-9000
Distributor of:
Causamerica, Petrolon (Slick 50),
I'm Living Proof, Brigade 2001,
& d'Saison Products.

off of any computer
class offered.
Contact Valley Microcomputer
for more information
and starting dates

10% on first purchase
|Also inquire about part time business opportunity.

EARLY'S CYCLE CENTER
Route 8, Box 2
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

YZIngcr

You get a FREE helmet.
When you buy any 50 to 100 cc
Yamaha motorcycle for
Christmas.
Good through Dec. 24, 1983.

YAMAHA

1

MIDWAY MARKET
157 Warsaw Street
Harrisonburg, VA
434-7948

$1.50 OFF
A PITCHER

LARGE CHEF SALAD

$1.99

OF YOUR
FAVORITE BEVERAGE
MIDWAY DOWNTOWN

MIDWAY DOWNTOWN

STEAK SUB,
CHIPS &LG. SOFT DRINK

$1.50 OFF
A PITCHER

$1.99

OF YOUR
FAVORITE BEVERAGE
MIDWAY DOWNTOWN

MIDWAY DOWNTOWN

BEST QUALITY-BEST PRICES'BEST HOURS

With This Coupon

$1.00
OFF
on any job run on our
"MIRACLE COPIER"
OOOD ONLV AT KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
EXPIRES 12-31-83

10% OFF

Any Order of
BUSINESS CARDS,
LETTERHEAD and/or
ENVELOPES!
Bring in this coupon with
your order(s)!
GOOD ONLY AT KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
EXPIRES 12-31-83

ffi*f&
PRINTING
FULL SERVICE PRINTERS

Monday — Friday
8:00 AM - 6:00 PM
Saturday
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

433-2828

35 KENMORE STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
_ (Street Behind Cloverleaf McDonald's,
in King Photo Building)

4

$5.00 OFF
XKKOX
I'opU-M

on any order of 50 or more
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS CARDS!
Bring in this coupon with
your order(s) for personalized Christmas Cards!
P.S. Come see our
selection of Christmas
Letterhead, too!
GOOD ONLY AT KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
EXPIRES 12-3-83

FREE

;

FREE

LARGE BAG of ICE

2 LARGE BAGS of ICE

With $5.00 Purchase

With $12.50 Purchase

MIDWAY MARKET

MIDWAY MARKET

FREE
2 LARGE

1

FREE

BAGS of ICE

LARGE BAG of ICE

with $12.50 Purchase

With $5.00 Purchase

MIDWAY MARKET

MIDWAY MARKET

MIDWAY
DOWNTOWN
153 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

433-8978

<*.

BEST QUALITY-BEST PRICES»BEST HOURS

WE ALSO HAVE MANY
GIFT IDEAS FOR YOUR
FRIENDS AND FAMILY!
• Personalized Notepads
• Personal Stationery
• Personalized Playing
Cards
• Rubber Stamps
• Business Cards, Letterhead and Envelopes
(Use Coupon Enclosed!)
• Office Supplies - pens,
rulers, scissors, tape,
markers, etc.

:
:
:
:
........................... ...............

?M

$&*-$&

00
$1.UU
OFF
on any job run on our
"MIRACLE COPIER"

PRINTING

Our Miracle Copier is a high
speed, printed quality Xerox

FULL SERVICE PRINTERS

10% OFF

•In-House Typesetting
Business Cards*
•Office Supplies
Letterheads*
•Colored Inks
7$
Envelopes*
•Brochures
SelfLabels*
•Catalogs
Booklets*
Copies
•NCR Forms
Newsletters*
•Wedding Invitations
Rubber Stamps*
►Offset Printing
Pre-designed Forms*

Any Order Of
BUSINESS CARDS,
LETTTERHEAD and/or
ENVELOPES!
See our large selection of
quality papers for letterhead.
Our business cards have that
professional look, but at a
low cost.

1

COUPON

50* OFF
Plus
2 FREE 16 OZ.

COUPON

...OR
STOP
BY AND
YOUR PIZZA
WILL BE
READY IN
10 MINUTES

• • • •

CUDS of coca cola

425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.

On Any Purchase Of A
Large 16" One Item Or More
Pizza.

All Pluas InctuOt Our Special Bland 01 Sauce Ana Cht»$»
13 Tally H*ms To ChooM From:

On Any Purchase Of A
Small 12"-One Item Or More
Pizza.

$1.75

One Coupon Per Pizza
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Our Delivery Area.
Address:

/

One Coupon Per Pizza
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Our Delivery Area.
Name:
Address:
Offer Expires 1-23-84

*We Reserve The Right
To Limit Our Delivery Area

Offer Expires 1-23-84

.-i® *T «?

I

Total Savings $3.50
OPEN 7 Days A Week
11:00 AM to 1:00 AM Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 AM to 2:00 AM Fri. & Sat.

Name:

I

'1.00 OFF
4 FREEH 0Z.

433-3776

Cups ot Coca Cola
Total Sewings

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

FAST
FREE
DELIVERYIN
30 MINUTES
OR
LESS..

-

Weaver's

-

FLOOR COVERING
DtCOBATOH SHOWROOM AT

*fc

1901 South Main
Harrisonburg. VA 22801

\
%

CONGOLEUM
PACEMAKER - HIGHLIGHT - PAVILLION
QUALITY VINYLS

10% OFF ON ALL PURCHASES
ON ABOVE QUALITIES
With Coupon
Only

KLINE REALTY
When Buying or Selling

No Purchase Necessary

Real Estate

Present this coupon to have
one key duplicated

LARRIE KLINE
ASSOCIATE BROKER
specializing in all types of
Real Estate - Residental,
Farm, Estates.

Really

m

REALTOR*
1469 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Phone: 434 9922
Home: 433-2022

Limit one per customer

h
ACE

N

►

U

F ^ [35£\
» Mo* 1) Hi 1» (

I

men-

I

CMtinf

c

I•
1

1

A
^^.—m
A M^I
/ml
^^
^^L^^H^I

HARDWARE

1061 S. HIGH ST.
Harrisonburg 434-536A
OPEN: Mon-Fri 7 30-5:30
Saturday: 7:30-4 00

1
COUPON

IN

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

30 MINUTES
OR
LESS.-

• • • •

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY*

* 1.00 OFF
4 FREM6 0Z.

cups ot coca cola

COUPON

...OR
STO»
■YANO
YOUR PIZZA
WILL BE
READY IN
10 MINUTES

50* OFF
Plus

2 FREE 10 0Z.

433-3776

Cups 01 coca cola

All Puns Include Oui Sptcial Blena 01 Sauce Ana Cneese
13 Tatty Ham* To CWoan From:

On Any Purchase Of A
Small 12"-One Item Or More
Pizza.

425 NdflTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.

On Any Purchase Of A
Large 16" One Item Or More
Pizza.

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
GROUND CHUCK
HAM
BACON

Total savings $3.50

THICK CRUST
ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS
HOT PEPPERS

ANCHOVIES
MUSHROOMS
OLIVES
EXTRA CHEESE

$1.75

Total Savings

One Coupon Per Pizza
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Our Delivery Area.

One Coupon Per Pizza
We Reserve The Right To
Limit Our Delivery Area.
Name:

Name:
DELUXE (PEPPERONI, SA1MAQE. MUSHROOM*. ONIONS I QUEEN PEP

Address:
Offer Expires 1-23-84

PHIS)-

12"

5 ITEMS FOR THE PRICE OF 4
$7.29 IS"

Address:
Offer Expires 1-23-84

J9.89

t

Weaver's
FLOOR COVERING

*r

DECORATOR SHOWROOM AT

^

1901 So. Main, Harrisonburg, 433-1517

IN STOCK

PHILADELPHIA
QUALITY
CARPETS

15% OFF
Not valid with any
other offer

offer expires
1-28-84

This Coupon
good for one
FREE APPRAISAL
inRockingham Co.
By

LARRIE KLINE
ASSOCIATE BROKER
434-9922
Home 433-2022

KLINE REALTY
ACE

"r^i
tI

i

"

►

i ""
1 >•*•>(• ft 41
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A
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I

■
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1061 S. HIGH ST.

Harrisonburg 434-5368
OPEN: Mon -Frt. 7 30-5:30
Saturday: 7:30-4:00

Harrisonburg, VA.

CH

REALTOR'

HARDWARE

"Join the most effective
weight - loss program
in America!"

And Receive
1 Week Free
vaflSSffi^i
*

DIET
CENTER

•Pay for 5 weeks and get the
6th week FREE. Valid for new
Clients only - good thru Feb. '84.

3

We We lo+5 tj»
lo+6 of
HOLIDAY IDEAS

Beer,
Wine
&

Cocktails

for yoor home-

Seafood
Restaurant

Wreaths, 8ows, Canollts

885 E. Market St., Harrisonburg

Door 010035, Fresh $

434-4023

Ariiftcial rVrAryeroen+s,

Try our weekend seafood buffets
Sunday
Friday and Saturday
12-3 P.M.
5-9 P.M.
njoyDdkkmsFretkSufood "AtADdkkmhk*'

Why Risk Steam or Shampoo?
Chem-Dry cleans your carpets safely
We guarantee it!

Commonwealth CHEM-DRY
434-2617
Carpets dry in 40 minutes
Leaves no dirt attracting residues

DRAPERY & UPHOLSTERY
CLEANING

:<&,*
HARRISONBURG

C hn'sTmas Trees^qretns

Hand-CrafWOrnarnenTS, rbw-seThas
iswe wi+h coupons on reverse sidt erf -fhis ad)
S 6. MAIN

TL~

«*-»-k

iP <*• GAZEBO
Ciro's
New York Style

PIZZA

VALLEY MALL|
*$4-tZ0L

We will teach you to lose
LOSE WEIGHT naturally....
and keep it OFF I

433-0300
South Main and Water Streets
Downtown Harrisonburg
1750 locations nationwide
Private Individual Couseling
Natural foods Low prices No contracts

mm
j.

5E

welcome

with ihis coupon

$JOO orr on ANY

^tPOINSETTIh

cash & cojrru ~* offer expires /Z-2¥-83
' u
Di-trT This coupon
r

$922 OFF ON ANY

c<? CHRISTMAS TPM
cash & (farm - offer expires I2-&I>-8Z

""FREE DRAWING -DSC.25*1
MAM£
ADDRESS
PHONE
winner will rece/ve a. tree -Ploioerarrangement coorin "2S& ■

COUPON

$1.00 off any
Large Pizza *
Two Locations

Commonwealth

« CHEM-DRY
A 434-2617

Vtw.

J

15% off carpet cleaning
10«/o off drapery and upholstery cleaning
with coupon

Harrisonburg
778 East Market Street
434-5375
(next to bus station)
Coupon good only at Elk ton and Harrisonburg locations.
'tf

Holiday Special
expires Dec. 23. 1983

Captain John's
Seafood Market
601 N. Main St. — 433-1121

Let Your
Holiday Plans
begin with us at
Capt. John's
Party Platters
Deli Items
Meats
Seafoods
Relish Trays
Shrimp Trays
Cheeses
'We can meet your everyday needs!

Printing Quolity
ot o reasonable price

1780 8. Main Street Hantoonburg. VA 22801

(703)434-1929

Ski Resorts, Exotic Islands
and Mountain Retreats.
At Discounted Rates.
Call TRI Inc. 703-434-7787

Valley Mall
1925 E. Market Street
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22801
703 43^1713

20%
off all dancewear
and theater supplies
or one free introductory
dance class

ffHappy-

Capt. John's
Seafood Mkt.

Budget Printing

10% off
over

601 N. Main St.
433-1121

1
)
I

rj 50<Poft
p 50$off
\\ 50$oft

* ttoMtyt

1»Shrimp
1« Oysters
Lobster Tails

$100
Professional Quanity orders
Business and Professional

1

•S Expires 12/18/83

* <HohdM,t

If"'"""1
Budget Printing

5%off
Personalized items - stationary,
matches, playing cards, napkins.

VACATION GIVEAWAY
Everyone eligible to winlook at what your local participating merchant
has to offer. Then simply leave the coupon
with your name and address.
Give them to the store clerk.
Your name goes in for the
FREE VACATION GIVEAWAY

Personalized service
Short turn around time.

rt 11V iTitYfc rVfr *Vh tfck i "Vi *fci
9 * wt nrw W^pP^^^PInl

Peoples
Choice
RESTAURANT
434-3738

lO/o discount]
pn all dinners
with coupon
«

<

<_

<

<

<

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
1691 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Va.

433-3434
SPECIAL GIFT CERTIFICATE
with this coupon
3 months
for
only
OPEN Mon . Wed . Fr. 6 AM - 9 PM
Tues 4 Thurs 11 AM-9 PM
Sat 10 AM-4 PM
Sun 1 PM-4PM

$99oo
Coupon Expires 12/31/83

>

xz
The Greatest New Advertising Tool...

Web Offset Printers

Programmable, Electronic Moving Message Signs

of
From

• Newspapers
• Tabloids
• Magazines

Valley
— Call for a Demonstration —

x-high graphic arts
P. O. Box 47

(703) 298-8570
P. O. Box 47 - Elkton, VA 22827
rw

Elkton, VA 22827

Phone (703) 298-8570
— Printers of This Publication —

a

wy

_ FincFvW
4 Drink Ett.
I9»3

2for1
ANY DINNER
ON OUR
MENU

51 Court Square
Harrlsonburg
434-4464
Expires 1-30-84

Give
THE GIFT OF
HEALTH
Give a Gift Certificate
Full Line Of Scientifically
Designed Nautilus Equipment

from

• Whirlpool & Sauna.
• Consultation For Women.

Trained Staff That Will Supervise
Your Every Workout

• Special Programs For Weight Loss.

NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTER
1691 South Main Street
Harrlsonburg, Va.

433-3434
Call for a Free Workout Today

Coupon Expires 12/31/83
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